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Abstract

This work examiiiinles tie (dielectric respo))nse of nal()Ios(ale o1ne- and two-dlilnelsiolnal
systems using first-prinlciples calculations. In the first, part we discuss itihe peculiari-
ties of the long-wavelength inl-llaile dielectric response of graplellne and1( loron-ilitlri(ld
sheets. Graiphlene is shown to possess fealtures thllat classify it a as ni interllmedi(hate b e-
tween a two-dinlensional metal anld an insula.tor. unlike the simp)le insulating c ase of
boron-nitride. Carbon 11anotu1ib)s inherit the u•hnusual scale-invarianlce of graplhne's
response, whicih manifests itself as a. high t lansverse polarizab)ilitv antd a radius-
insensitive screening. Boron initride Inalnotullles )behave nlore like hollow tielectric
cylinders. For a single-wall lnanotllube of (each tvype, we fillnd t hat tile longitlldinl re-
spionse is conitrolled by t he 1)and galp, while t he tIralIsverse response is Sensitive ()1ily to
thlie effective radilus. To stud(lvy the stal ic resl)onse' of nulltliwall'lanlotull)es, we conlstru(ct
a simple yet, accurat(e clectrostatic •d(m(el; ti hat predicts qualitat ive (lifferell(ces b)tw(een
the transverse respol•ise of carl])on nan otlulbes and tha.t of boron-ll-it ri(le inanotid)es. The
seconld p)art of this work is conlcerlln(d withlithhe Lultinger liqutil (lescrip)tioon of interac-
tions in nian(oscale one-dinlensionial conlductors, that is believed to expI)laill the power
laws observed in experilments in the Iphotoenllissioll sp)ectra andn he dependence of the.
conduhctanlce on voltage and temperlature. \Ve (lescril)e a mnetllho for al)-initio calcula-
tions of the paralieters of the Luttinger liquid miodel and apply it to mluetallic (carblon
n18an0otubl)es, filnding good agreemenit withi expleri]ments. The tihiri1 part is (levoted to
an anialvsis of issues that arise in ab1-illitio calculations of low-dliniesioinlal systems
using filly periodic boundary conditions. \We presenlt a coilprehelsive review of tlie
difficulties arising for (liff(erent. (dinlllisioliali ties an1d(1 discuss efficiellf ways of using
electrostatics to (raInatically improve hic 'peed 11d accuracy of colilpl tios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent sweeping advalnces in nlalnotchmloh)gy have elevated the imp)ortance of low-

(timelnsional nanoscale structures, a8ndt a g()ol un(lcerst a lllillg of their physical prop-

erties became essential. It is well-known that the di.censioinality of a. systemr has pro-

noinc1ed efflcts on the electron-electr on interactiolns. In convenltional three-diirensional

metals elementary excitations form a weakly interacting Ferini liqlui(l of quasiparticles,

reminliscent of the independent electroll l1icX t llre. I11 two di illmesiolns, clcti'roin-elct-tron

interactions in metals calt p)ro(luce (xoti(c behaviors, suc('h as the fracti(onial (llualntumll1

Hall effect, where excitations are very dlifferenlt from the al:re clectrollns and (can evel

carry fractional charge. Finally, ill olne-dilmenllsiolal metals the conventional quasipar-

ticles are not stal)le excitatio(,s at all even fol weak interactions, anld• arising collective

excitations determine thelrmn lodynanmii an(1 tra(nslpt l) prop)rties. as descri)e(d withlin

the Luttinger liquid p)ara(diglln. In scilliconlnductors, static screening prop)ertics and the

scaling of excitonic. energies also depelld critically o11 the dim(ensionality.

Even in the cases where th tbli asic tlheory of electlronic interact ionls is believed to

)be well understood, it is still a clhallenge to inlterpret results of ex)perillcInt s within

the theoretical friamework because lIanloscale devices are extredelyv sensitive to their

miucroscopic envir)onminlelt. Various envirominentlal factors that can i•flu(ence the out-

collie of mileasuremients oftenl cannlot 1be incor)porated(l into simple mnodels alnd are still

not. well understood at the nano-scale. This inlmportalnt niche is filled by first Iprin-

cip)les calclulaItions that l)i(lge, the galp betweell explcrimlletl a1nd 1b)asi theoryv il that



they offer much more control over the realistic details of the system of interest and

at the same time provide access to measurable quantities with close to experimental

accuracy. Quantuml-mechanical modeling is particularly valuable in situations where

experimental control is difficult. Low-dinmensional nanoscale structures, particularly

nanotubes, are good exampIles of this situation even though luch is known about

their properties, there is neither a way to grow a nanotube of a specified size and

chirality, nor to fully characterize an already grown multi-wall nanotube.

The goal of this thesis is to combine ab-initio and analytical methods to develop

a. detailed understanding of the effects of electron-electron interactions on the prop-

erties of low-dimensional structures. Our stjudy spans dielectric response properties

of one- and two- (linlensional insulators, metals, and zero-gap semiconductors, con-

centrating on carbon-based structures and comparing them to similar ones based

on boron nitri(le. We study primarily nanotubes and single-layer sheets, materials

that possess many fascinating and potentially useftul properties, and whose theoret-

ical and experimental characterization is far from complete. A complementary goal

is to present apiplications of established and recently developed alb-initio methods to

low-dinmensional structures and highlight issues that arise in studying these materials

from first principles.

1.1 Nanotubes

Carbon nalnotulbes have been first observed and reported in 1952 by Radushkevich

and Lukyanovich [1] and have been rediscovered several times over the years, culmi-

nating in the famous papeIrs by Iijima on single-wall carbon nanotubes in the early

1990's [2] that brought theni to the awareness of the wi(le scientific community and

generated a lot of excitement. Subsequently, the physics of c:arbon nanotubes has

raplidly evolved into a research field of its own and significanit progress has been made

in understanding and charactterizing their physical properties [3, 4]. They have at-

tracted mlluch attention for their exceptional I)roperties, such as extremely high tensile

strength, elasticity, excellent thermnal conductivity, and ballistic conductance. One of



the rnost unusual properties of carboln nanotll)es is their clectroniic st ruct.ure which

depenlds only on their geometry, i.e. chirality and diamneter, and is unique in solid

statie physics. This property steils from the clectronic prolerties of lhe graph'llne

sheet, and the constraints of the geometrical slape of a inailoltIll)e. result ing iln ei-

ther seinicondlucting or mct allic uiiles. Metallic carl)xo na1n1otll)bes are ahll)ost ideal

(luasi-onle-dirnensiona.l (uallntuml wires that c(all sustaini extrecicly high c'urrent. den-

sitics. Apart from the obvious ailpplications as transistors and int.erconnects in elec-

tronics, carbon nanlotubes have beeln clnvisiolled to penetra.te into various other area.s

of tecihnology. The high surface-to-vohnlle ratio. c(mll)ined with struclture-sen siltive

electronic properties, makes thell a(. goo(1 canIllolidlate for chel•mlical sensor alI )ppliclations.

The high aspect-ratio anid itechanlical stab.ility qualifies th-emii for electron emiitter a.l.l

super-cal acitor appl]ications.

Unfort.unately, synthesis a ndl separa.tion( of specific nanotiubl)es remains a central

challenge that imlpedes furtlher progress in scientific study and connmercial appl)lica-

tions. O()ne approach may b e to separalte a randlo(m1 miixt ure of nanotuibes after growth,

bas(ed oni their dtistinct characteristics. Variations ill chirality aln(d size influence di(cc-

tric p)roperties, which in turn 1 calln )e exploite(d for sel)aratiio; e.g. clectric( fields have

been used to align naniotubes during CVD synthesis [5. 6] and to se)parate differeint

tubes in solttCions [7, 8]. Another moltivation for vunderstalnding of their dielectric re-

sponse is the need to characterize op)tical excitatioils, screenling a"t contacts, p)lasillnons

in inaniotube arrays, and the (degree of conitrol achfievable in en(ldohlle(dral fillings. In

recent years the respoinse of carbon single-wall inanotulix )s (SWNTs) has been stludied

withll tight-binding [9, 10, 11] and first-principles a,1pproach•es [12, 13], while nmulti-wall

mnainotubes (MWNTs) a more colnllon lprolluct of syvnllhesis have received u111h(11

less attention due to their complexity. In this work we will examine thil st atic di-

electric p)roperties of different types of lnanotubles with the goals of enllgineering better

ways of controlling their structiurll explericlmentallly amnml, in general, of adlva.ncing the

understandt(ing of the electronlic respionse of these ulilliqlue oile-dlilllllsioinal systems.

By alna.logy with carbon nanotlubes. boroll-nitride nainotul es (BNNTs) were pre-

dict('d to exist using ab-initio imethlods in 1993 [14], amdnl were discovered shortly



afterwards [15]. They share good mechanical and thermal qualities with carbon nan-

otubes, while due to the insulating nature of the boron-nitride sheet, the electronic

properties of these nanotul)es are much more uniform and do not depend so strongly

on the structure.

1.2 Graphene

Graphene is a relative newcomer in carbon physics, attracting a rIapidly growing

research interest, despite the fact that it has been known and studied for decades as

an integral pI)art of graphite and graphite-intercalated compounds. In the last decade,

graphene has been viewed as a. hyplothetical building block whose understanding was

a I)rerequisite to the study of fullerenes and nanotubes. By itself, the free standing

single-layer grap)hene was thought not to e(ven exist in a stable form, after Landau

a.nd Peierls argued that strictly two-dimensional crystals were thermodynamically

unstable due to divergences of thermal fluctuations [16, 17]. The argument was later

extended( by Mermin [18] and is strongly suppIortedl by expelrimental observations

that the melting temperature of many thin fihns raplidly decreases with decreasing

thickness, and they become unstable. Atomic monolayers have so far been known only

as an integral part of larger three-(tinlelsional structures, usually grown epitaxially

on topl of substrates. Without being embedded in a 3D structure, 2D materials were

presumed not to exist until the experimentacl discovery in 2004 of the grap)hene mono-

layer and other free-standing 2D a.tomic' crystals, inc'luding boron-nitride [19, 20].

Among the remarkable proplerties of free-standing graphene are the extremely high

carrier mobility, which only weakly depends on temperature, and the presence of the

anomalous (Iuantum Hall effect, ob)served even at room tempnIerature. One indicator

of the high crystal quality of graphene is that charge carriers can travel thousands

of interatomic distainces without sca ttering. Graphoene is also excepItional from a

theoretical point of view: its charge carriers mimic relativistic particles and are natu-

rally descrihbed by the Dirac equation rather than the Schrodinger equation, although

there is nothing particularly relativistic about electrons moving around c.arl)on atoms.



This iunusual electronic stru1(ct tire is respon)(sille for a n111:11)er of unique featuires ill tlihe

static dielectric response of graphenle, also inherit.ed b)y (carbotn inanotubes, and we

will describ)e them in the following chapters.

1.3 Outline

The thesis is organized a.s follows. In Chapter 2 we review the l)basic theory ul(erlying

the met hods of first prilicip)les c(alculhationls that we use in this work, in part'iculilar dell-

sity functional Itheory and denllsit, -flllct ionlal perturbl)ation theory. Chapter 3 cotntains

a )brief description of the inti:lla.te coiinnection b)etween of thli geomnetric: anld ele('lronic

structures of grapheine, boron-nitlride and the corresponding nanoltubles. Chapter 4

deals with calculations of dielectric: licar resipnse of thoese 2D imaterials, highlight.-

ing the uniusual response of graphenle. These result s are t.hli( used tlo puani itlat ively

und(erstand the response of nlanotll)bes to electric: fields and to construct. all accur'ate

classical electrostatic Ilod(el thllat cap])t;ures the response of nuilti-wall 11a.nll)otubes. In

Chapter 5 we d(escribe the efl'cts of very strong corrclation)ms in 11(metallic silngle-wall

car:)on nlanotubes within lthe Luttinger liquid pictulre anld present a 1let(hod( of cal-

culating from first-prin(c iples the paramieters of this m(od)(el. Finally, in Chalpter 6 we

pIresent niet1ho(ds. that, we dcvelolj)(1 a8nd used throulghotiii this work, for increasing

efficiency of ab-initio calhulau1tions of dielectrici respo)nse of low-dimensio)nal structures.





Chapter 2

Basics of ab-initio calculations

Quantum mechanics is extreimely successful in describing mnicroscopic proIperties of

matter and has provided fundamental understanding of a.n enormous range of Ilphe-

nomena in physics, chemistry and bIiology. Despite the ambiguities in logical inter-

pretation of the underlying equations, the incredible accuracy of quantitative predic-

tions on the microscopic level make it such a. powerful tool that lhardly alny bra.nch of

physical science today remains unaffected by quantum methods and concepts. Nan-

otechnology in particular owes its very existence to the possibility of calculating with

high precision material quantities like the equilibrium lattice constants, vibrational

spectra, dielectric tensors and even phase diagrams. The tota.l energy of the ground

state is a central quantity in quantum theory, and a vast majority of material prop-

erties are related to the total energy of the electron-ion system and its variation with

various parameters or external perturbations. This explains the amount of work tha~t

has been done in developing efficient methods of total-energy calculations in recent

years [21]. We present here briefly the fundamentals of density flnctional. theory -

the most widely studied and used method of first-principles calculations.

2.1 Many-electron problem

At the heart of non-relativistic quantum mechanics lies the many-body time-independent

Schrodinger equation, which describes the system of ions a.t positions {R} and elec-



trons at {r}

H!fi(r, R) = E, (r, R) . (2.1)

Solutions of this equation provide complete information about an ensemble of particles

interacting with each other and with external fields. In practice we are only interested

in the ground state solution; however, even this problem is impossible to treat ill an

exact way, and only a few cases are solvable analytically. Numerical solutions are

also linlited to very few plarticles, primarily due to the fact that there is no general

way to decouple the equation for the 3N degrees of freedom into a set of independent

equations. One is forced to resort to approximations, of which the adiabatic (Born-

Oppenheimer) apl)proximnation is the most comnnniionly used. It amounts to assuming

that the motions of ions andl electrons occur oin such drastically different time scales

that they can be decoupled. This means that in studying the electronic degrees of

freedom the ions can be considered at rest, so that the total wavefunction can be

written as a product of two fiinctions: one describing the ions and another describing

electrons while treating ionic positions as paramimeters

P(r, R) = ()(R) T (r). 1(2.2)

We are now left with a, slightly easier problem corresponding to the electronic system

with the nuclei fixed in the configuration {R). Electrons are fermions, and the

electronic waveftunction is antisymmnuetric with respect to exchange of two electrons.

The Hamiltonian for the electrons is given by

N N N

H =Te+ e + Vee (-V + S (r) +E r r (2.3)
Si i<j

(r = (2.4)
!r



where E is tile electroinic grounld state energy, ri lthe coor(dinalte of elect•rolln i, R

the coordinate of nucleus I, and ZI the charge of nuclmhs I.' The total enlergy It,

including the ion-ion interactions I,,,, is tlihei givel )by

I1= E + ,,, - E + Z (2.:5)

Nearly all physical properties of a syst;en cal be calculat.ed(' once the groullnd sta.te

wavefuinction is known. This is the fuildamlllental idea behinll(l ir.st-princ(:ipls or ab-

initio a )pproanches: rna.terial )propIerties are ol)tailled from the solutionl of the Schrodlinger

equation without, any exp)erimelnta.l inpilt. But we still have an interact ing llany-body

quia.ntum I)roblem which is far too comiplicataedt to be solved1 exactly in a I)ractical way.

Further approximations are requllire d to pIerform ab-initio cahlculations for real nmateri-

a1s, and Density Functional theory (DFT) provides a framework for making I)rogress.

2.2 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The first p)rescrip)tion for construltctinlg the total niergy ill terms of ouly the electronic

density was given by Thonmas and Ferini [22]. lThey use(d t~he explression for the kinetiic,

exchange anld correlation 'energies of the lholnmogeneolls electroll gas to con(struct the

samie quailtities for the inholllogencol()us systeri ill the local (lensity a pprl)oxilniation. I

1964 HIohenberg and Kohn formulated a.nd proved two theorems that punt those early

ideas oni solid Ilmathematical grounil. The first theorem states that no two different

pIotentials acting on the electroins of a given systeml can give rise to the samle grounld-

state electronic charge density, i.e. the externlal potential v(r) is uniquely determinned

by the electronic density n (r), up) to a coistant, [23]. The external )(otent ial v(r)

then fixes thlie Haamiltonian and thus the ground sta.te wavefuinction i 1 ; the grollind

state of a many-body syste n is uiherefore a uniqile fimictional of u(r). Their second

theo rem introduces a formal variati(o)nall principle on the charge dlensityv itself. Since

This equation and all others in tI his work, u1nless ot(lherwise niote(l, are written in atolmic units:

in = m 47r0 1. Energies are in the units (ot Hartree [Ha] anl(1 (distances are ill [I)(ohr].



4() is determined by n(r), one can define the functional

F[n(r)] ('IoITe + Vee ) (2.6)

It is worth noting that F[n(r)] is a universal functional independent of v(r) since the

kinetic energy T, anid the electron-electron interaction energy ,e are functionals only

of n(r). Then the ground state energy functional is (lefined as

E ,,[n(r)] F[n(r)] + J (r)n(r) dr . (2.7)

The theorem states that for a. given external potential v(r), ground state density rno(r)

and any trial electron density hf(r), the energy functional is minimized by the electron

charge density of the ground state

E0 = E,Jno] • E,[ji] . (2.8)

Furthermore, the value of the mininmum coincides with the ground-state energy E0.

Therefore, the ground state density must satisfy tihe equation

6F[n. (r)] = v(r) (2.9)

These theorems provide the foundation of what is currently known as density-fulctional

theor'y [24]. The Hohenberg-Kohn approach rel)resents a great conceptual simplifica-

tion of the quantuin-mechanica.l problem of the search of the ground-state properties

of a system of interacting electrons, for it replaces the traditional description based on

wave-functionis with a much more tractable description in terms of the charge density.

If the explicit forum of the universal functional F[n(r)] were known, the problem of

deterlmining the ground state would reduce to' the problem of the minimization of

a, functional of the 3-dintensional electron density, i.e., a function of 3 coordinates,

instead of 3N (N being the numlber of electrons). The lohenlberg and Kohn theorem

implies that all physical properties of a system of interacting electrons are uniquely



determincld by its grolund-sta.te( clharge"--de(llsity (list ribution .The Il•ajor 1)rolem that

ha mpers a straight forward aIppljlicatioll of this remnarkal)le result is that the formt of thec

universal F[rn(r)] fulnctional is of coursel unknowln. This problemll can) l)e ap)pro(ached

lby mappIing the systemi onto an auxiliary systeill of 11(io ilitertac(ting electr(onis [25] and

by making aIppropriate app)roxinmat.ions along the lines des(ribed in the next section.

2.3 Kohn-Sham equations

The Hollhenblerg-Kohn theorems h10oll inlldependently of the precisc form of the clectro(n-

electron int.eraction. In particullar, ill a noll-int-era.cting system. F[n (r)] is simply

the kinetic energy as a. functiona.] of the ground-state charge-denlsity (istributioln,

T,[n(r)]. This fact ha.s b)eenll sed(l 1by Kolhn allnd Shmi to map the problem of a system

of interacting electrons onto an c(qllivalelt fion-interacting probler m [25]. The key is

to be able to reprod(uce the exact( resltl for tihe non-interac(ting case, regar(dless of

any app)roximationIs introllucled to trca.t interactions. In t;his regard, Kohun and Sham

argued( tihat tihe ground( state density of t he inuter(acting system caln l be represente(d a.s

the ground state de nsity of a, non-int(,ractifn( svst, cll in so()lae local ext ler'llal pote)ential

VIc (r). Then according to the general (l•lsity-fulctional forlnalisni, the groun(d state

density can be ol)tailned by miniilllnizing the non-intelra.cting energy flun(ltiolial

E(,k, [n(r)] - T7[n(r)] + V/,-s(r)n(r) dr . (2.10)

The unknown functional F[n (r)] is written( as

F[n(r)] = 71[n(r)] + drdr' + E,,[,,(r)], (2.11) (2.11)
2 r - r'

where the second terni is the classic(al (lectrostatic( self-interaction of the electlron

charge-denlsity distrilultion, and thlie unknown last termil is the so-called cxrchangc-

corrclat/ion enericyj is actually dlefincd 1b Eq. (2.11). E:,[ [n] captlures all renaining

contrilbutions including the coIiiple)x nmany-)bod(y eff•ects of exchange alld correlatio011

beyond the Hartree lealn-field. Variation of thie energy filuctiomal with resp)ect t



an(r) with the constraint that the numbl)er of electrons is kept fixed leads formally to

the saine equation that would hold for a, system of non-interacting electrons subject

to an effective self-consistent Kohni-Shami potential:

Ti .(r')Vc-s(r) = v(r)+ Ir- r)dr' + v,,,,(r), (2.12)

where

v.,.(r) - (2.13)
ii(r)

is the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy, also called the exchange-

correlation potential. Although v,, (r) is a local potential, its functional dependence

on the density is noulocal. The resulting effective Hamiltonian for the system is the

one ldescribing a non-interacting gas feeling the effective potential Vl/s in which all

the interparticle interactions of the real system are contained

,cs'C(r1) = -( + Vis(r) '&(r) = e•,1(r). (2.14)

The ground-state charge-density dlistributiol and non-interacting kinetic energy flnc-

tional would then b1e given in terms of the auxiliary Kohn-Sha.m (KS) orbitals, yji(r):

n(r) = t )d(r)12  (2.15)
i=J

To[n(r)] = -5 J'I(r)V (r)dr. (2.16)
i= l

where N is the number of electrons. The grounid-state energy given by Eqs. (2.11)

can be equivalently expressed in terms of the KS eigenvalues:

N f21 f .(rr- r' f

E[n(r)J = E -- drdr' + E[n(r)]- n(r)v,,,(r)dr. (2.17)

Eq. (2.14) has the form of a non-linear Schrodinger equation whose potential depends

onil its owin eigenfunlctions through the electron clharge-density distribution. Once



an explicit form for the excha.nge-correlation energy is available, this equation can be

solved in an iterative self-consistent way using a variety of methods. It should be noted

that the wavefunctions y,3 and eigenvalues ci appearing in the Kohn-Shami equa.tions

have no direct physical meaning: they are the eigensta.tes and eigevalues of the auxil-

iary ion-interacting system tha.t are used in an intermediate step of the mnethod, but

cannot be considered the wave functions and energy levels for the electrons of the real

system. Nevertheless, for lack of better a.nd equally genera.l methods, KS eigenvalues

are often used to estimate excitation energies. One importalnt excelption is the highest

occupied KS eigenvalue. which caln be shown to correspond exactly to the true Fermi

energy of an extended ga.pless system, through a theorem by Ja.nak [26]. The general

features of the low-lying energy bands in solids are generally considered to be at least

qualitatively correct, in spite of the fact tha.t oftentimes optical gaps in insula.tors are

substa.ntially underestimated. Though the Kolhn-Sha.m a.pproa.ch involves solving for

N one-electron wavefumctions instead of the charge density, the explicit treatment of

wavefunctions allows very accurate approximations of the exact kinetic energy. This,

combined with reasonable approximations for the exchange-correlation functiona.l has

led to remarkalble predictive accuracy and has made first-p)rinciples calculations very

successful. It is expected that this approach is very efficient in situations where the

energy is dominated by the kinetic and electrostatic terms.

2.4 Exchange-correlation functionals

The Kohn-Shalm scheme constitutes a, practical way to implement DFT, provided

an accurate and reasonably easy-to-use approximation is ava.ilable for the exchange-

correlation energy, Ec[n(r)]. In their original pa.per [25], they used the idea. tha.t each

small volume of the system can be considered locally uniform so tha.t one ca.n use the

same exchalnge-correlation energy as an equalll volume of a honlogeneous electron gas

at the same dlensity. With this a.ssumption, the exchange-correlation energy functional



and potential are:

EL [r (n(r))n(r)dr, (2.18)

.A (n(r)) - E (r)] ( ) + (2.19)
X., &()n(r) +- ) dn (9())

where eZX,:() is the exchange-correlation energy per particle in a homogeneous elec-

tron gas at density n. This approximation is known as the local density approximation

(LDA). It is designed to work with systemls in which the electronic charge density is

smlooth, like in simpnle metals and semniconductors, but in practice it gives suprisingly

good results for non-homogeneous systems, like covalently bonded materials. LDA

typically gives good agreement with experiment for equilibrium structures a.nd vi-

brational prol)erties but tends to uniderestimnate bond lengths. To improve on LDA,

soime extensions of the mneth.od were introduced, of which the Generalized Gradient

AppIroximation (GGA) is one of the most popular [27]:

:"[n(r)] = /f(u(r), Vn(r))dr . (2.20)

GGA gives more accurate results than LDA in many cases, but it is nonetheless not

a systematic improvemlent. That can be improved by further powers of the gradient

expanisions.

2.5 Planewave basis calculations

For periodic solids, one needs to deal with infinitely many electrons and ions, and thus

all infinite basis set to represent each particle's wavefunctions. This formidable prob-

lemnn ai 1)e surmounted by perforning calculations on periodic systems and applying

Bloch's theorem to the electronic wave functions [21]. According to this theorem,

when the Hamiltonian operator H dlisplays translational symmetry,

(= +V v(r)] '(r) = (r) (2.21)

[Iqi~r = -2 +()=c''..



where

v(r) = 'v(r + R) (for all R in a Bravais lattice) , (2.22)

the eigenfunction )' caln be chosen of the following form:

n,,k(r + R) = eikR¾/l,,k(R) (2.23)

or equivalently,

',,k(r) = ikrunk(r) (2.24)
(2.24)

u,,k(r + R) = ,,k(r)

which essentially expresses an eigenfunction as a la.ttice-periodic part multiplied by

a. plane-wave envelope. Each wavefunction 4' is thus labeled by a wa~ve vector k, the

crystal momentunm, and a, discrete band index n which classifies states corresponding

to the same k. Due to translational invariance, different k-points can be treated

independently and the Schrodinger equation becomlmes decoupled:

(V + ik)2 +'v(r)' uk(r) = Enk'.,,.k(r) (2.25)

where {',,k} are ortholnormnal wavefunlctions, i.e. (t?',,k ',n'k') = 6 .nnAkk'. Eq. 2.25
must be solved for all k inside the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the reciprocal space, and

physical quantities are integrals overthe BZ, e.g. the charge density is given by

,.(r) = |Y unk(r) 2  (2.26)
k vn

where the n-sum runs over the occupied bainds at k. While, in principle, an infinite

number of k vectors must be sampled to obtain the exact result (equivalent to sim-

ulating a. crystal of infinite dimensions), in practice, the number of k-vectors can 1)e

systematically increased until the physical quantities of interest converge within the

desired accuracy. The required number of k-points can be significamntly reduced by

using symmetries of the crystal of interest, via, the so-called special point techniqllue

[28]. A practical way of solving the KS equation (2.25) is achieved by expanding the



electronic wavefunctions in a finite basis of plane waves. This is a natural choice of

lbasis functions for studying periodic crystalline systems, and it allows to take advan-

tage of efficient algoritluns, such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), to go between

the real and recil)rocal spaces. A wavefunction in a planie-wave basis is expressed as

L,,k()= nk(G) iGr (2.27)
G

or

.,kr) Cnk(G) ci(k+G)-r , (2.28)

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. The sumn is customarily taken over the set of

G vectors satisfying -Ik + G12 < Eeut, where Ec,,t is the plane-wave cutoff energy.

Using this expansion, the KS equation (can be written as an algebraic equation in

reciprocal space:

G [ijk + G12 + ' v(G - G') + ,ti:,(G - G') + .',,(G - G')] ~.(k + G') = k,,,, (k + G)

(2.29)
The tlanmiltonian in this representation is block-diagonal with respect to k-vectors

and diagonalization can be performed separately on each block. A great advantage

of this basis set is that it treats all parts of a general inhomogeneous system on an

equal footing, unlike a basis of localized orbitals. The accuracy of the calculation is

directly controlled by the parameter Ecut, which determines the size of the basis set to

represent all wavefunctions. Once the atonmic coordinates, ionic potentials and total

inumber of electrons are supplied, the Fourier comIponents of the wavefunctions are

conlputed iteratively without any further assulmptions regarding the system structure.

Thus all the symmnetries and degeneracies of the electronic states (such as the K-point

of graphene) are correctly ca.l)turel. A disadvantage of the planewave basis is that the

nulmber of basis flnctions is usually large compared to a localized basis, especially for

the case of isolated systems. We will further addllress this concern in Chapter 6( and in-

t roduce an efficient technique to deal with such scaling issues. Another disadvantage



of the plaine-wave basis is the fact that all regions of space are resolved oni the saime

uniform grid, whereas it is clear that close to ioniic cores the chalge dlensity varies vawry

rapidly and in princip)le requlires a. very large number of G vectors to be accuraltely

described. One way arolunl this difficulty is the psicudopolth' , tia miethod, which is

lbased oni the assumption that the miost relevanit physica.1 and chemiical p)rop)erties of

a system are due to its valence elect rons only, while the iollnic cores withii thle inner

electrons can be considered frozen. The vawlence electrons thuls feel aln effective field

produced by these inert iollic cores and a pseudopoenl) tial tries to reprodluce this field

on the outer valence electrons without explicit calcullation of I lie core states. The total

nuiiimber of electroins is tillhus re(duced t( the mlni!1)er of valenie• electromis, and a .n11ch

smaller min)ber of 1basis funlctions is requlired when only the sumloother valence( elect(tron

wavefunctions are involved. A typlical norm-cons)ll(rving p)seudlo()ote(lntial, where tihe

valence pseudo-wavefunictions satisfy the orth(olo)rlnality conditionl (0K?/fi) i.)

is constructed following the i)rescrii)tiions of Ref. [29]. Norin-conservilig p)seul(hdopo-

tentials require a relatively highl Et,,, aind since the computational cost grows s as the

I)la.newave cutoff increases, a smlootlher pseudo wavefiunction wouhll 1 be desiral)le. Most

of our calculations are dolie usinig ultrasoft pseudl(c)ot ent ials, that geinerate opltiiimally

smooth pseu(do wavefunctions 1by rela.xin g the norm-ceonserving cond(•lition [30()].

2.6 Density functional perturbation theory

Once the apI)roximlate ground state charge density is known, it is plossile• to conve-

niently calculate linear response qualntities within t lie fraiimework of density-ftlmtionail

pert urbation theory (DFPT), which we now )riefly (liscuss. Let us ad(l a )(prt.url)ation

to the original external pIotenlltial vA(r) = v(r) + AAo(r) pIarnanct rized 1t A. Theln,

accordling to the Hellnaun-Feyinmiian theorem. the first. aI'nd seco(()d derivatives of lihe



grollnd-state energy are:

' E Ov(r) ,
= (,, OA I/) = Av(r)nx(r) dr, (2.30)

OA OA

82E / (ix(r) (
- = _- Av(r) dr (2.31)

The electron-density response, V0Il (r)/VA, appearing ill (2.31) can be evaluated by

linearizing E(qs. (2.15), (2.14), and (2.12) with respect; to wave-function, density,

and potential variations. A general feature of linear response is that only the first-

order delnsity resplonse is needed to compute the second derivative of the total energy

with respect to the p)erturbaition (e.g. p1)onon frequency or dielectric susceptibility).

Linearization of the density vawriation yields

N

An(r) = 2 > 'e,(r)A.,,(r). (2.32)

The variation of the KS orbitals, Api,,(r), is obtained by standard first-order pertur-

bation theory:

(H;;s - cFj,,)A',) = -(AV,<8 - AnE.)[v'n), (2.33)- s = - (2.33)
where

1
HS = -2Vr + V,,cs(r) (2.34)

is the unperturbed Kohn-Shani IIainiltonian, and

j A,(r') dr,,.(n) An(r), (2.35)

AVs(r) = AV(r) + d r '  (r), (235)
Ir - r'I d n=n(r)

is the first-order correction to the self-consistent potential, and Ac,, = (iAVKs/n)

is the first order variation of the KS eigenvialue, ,,. Equations (2.32)--(2.35) form a

set of self-consistent equations for the I)erturl)ed systemn completely analogous to the

KS equations ill the unperturbed case -----Eqs. (2.12), (2.14), and (2.15) with the KS

cigelvahlue equation, Eq. (2.14), being replaced by the solution of a linear system,

Eq. (2.33). A great benelit of this method is t.hat, once reformulated in Fourier



spa•)c, all p)rturbin")ig frequei(icies decollple to lillM ear(l or der, Yand reSp)o1[S(i' to a )perioidic

perturbation of a givel wave-vCtor q(/ call b)e solved ill a sepal-at.-e calculationl (see

(4.12) below). For a detailed review of DPFT afnd its appl)licialions see He. [31].





Chapter 3

Structure of graphene and carbon

nanotubes

3.1 Electronic structure of graphene

Graphene is a single sheet of carbon atoins forming a hexagonal grid. Every aItoll ha1s

four valence electrons - one 2s and three 2p, and electronic wave functions of neigh-

boring atoms overlap. While the s, py, and p1, orbitals are symmetric with respect to

reflections across the gra~phene planle, the pz orbital changes sign. Therefore, the over-

laps of p, aIlnd py with Pz orbitals vanish a.nd p, orbitals caan be treated independently

of the other valence electrons. The hybridization of the in-pla.ne orbitals p)roduces

a hexagonal network of a bonds, while pz orbitals form Ir honds that point perpeln-

dicular to the plane. The energies of a bands lie far away from the Fermi level, so

tha.t they contribute very little to the electronic and chemical properties of graphene

and nanotubes (apart from curvature effects in narrow tubes). As we will see shortly,

the bonding and anti-bonding 7 bands actually cross at the Fermi level and they are

responsible for the unique semi-lnetallic nature of gra)phene. In the description of the

electronic excitations we will rely on a tight-binding formulation, which translates the

problem into that of finding the spectrum of the hopping Hamiltonian for the fermion



Figure 3-1: Honeycomb lattice consists of two sublattices A(*) and B(o).

operators ai, a+

H = a3aj (3.1)
<i,j>

with the sum running over nearest neighbors i, j in the lattice and ai , aJ are the

canonically anticommuting operators

{ai, aj} = {a, a} = 0 {a, a} = (3.2)

When the single hopping parameter y is appropriately adjusted based on experimen-

tal data, the tight-binding model works exceptionally well in reproducing the features

of the conduction and valence r bands. It is also important to stress that, in spite

of neglecting the coulombic interaction between electrons, the tight-binding approx-

imation predicts energy levels which are in good quantitive agreement with existing

experimental results. The set of discrete translations under which the lattice potential



V(r) is invariant can be generated by 2D vectors T i and T 2 so tllhat

V(r + pT, + qT2 ) = V(r) Vp, q E Z (3.3)

According to Bloch theorem 2.24 the eiiergy eigen:functions of the qluantuln l)robllem

caln be expressed as

Ak(r) = (cik-rlt,k(r) (3.4)

with lUlk(r) obeying

ll,,k(r + pT + qT 2 ) = U,,k(r) Vp,q C Z (3.5)

In the above exp)ressiolln stands for the b)and label, while k lalbels differelnt states inl

a ban(l within the Brillouin zone. WeC caii writ'e t, lie energy eigenfuinictions (3.4) as a

linl(ac r com)ilnation of the normalized atollic( orblitals /),,

'k(r) = ik-ri b,,( - ri) (3.6)

where N is the mllunler of unit cells in tile cryst al and the sumn runs over all the lattice

pointfs
ri = piT T + q,T 2  p, q C Z (3.7)

It can be shown that (3.6) is a Bloclh wavefnlct ion and, vice versa. tlhat alln igenfulllc-

tion with the pIrolpcity (3.4) cani always be cast ill the formn (3.6). One caln then insert

the linear colmbination (3.6) in the (compI)utation of the energy eigenvalles. When

tilhe orbitals 6 a.re loc:alized arolund each lattice site, we can appr)loxinminte the I1Illner-

ator lby integrals involving only licalrest neighll)or orbit als, which is thellc essence of the

tight-lbinding method. This gives for the energy levels:

Ek = r *(r)H(/)(r) + ik-r d (/)(r) (- ri) (3.8)

n1ighbors
1l(c (11 (s~

1u lq·bbos



where the sum runs over all nearest neighbors i of the origin. We can generalize the

above procedure to two atoms per unit cell, labeled A and B, and take as generators

of the lattice the vectors

T = 4e: T2 = -- e + e, (3.9)2 2

One atom is placed at the origin of the primitive cell and another is at d = e., so

that the hloneycomb lattice is ob)tained by repeated application of the generators.

The wavefunctions 4 may be thought of being comnposed of two orbitals .'A and BR

localized respectively around each of the two atoms in the unit cell. We make here our

first approxima.t.ion by writing a convenient linear combination of these two orbitals

as

c/(r) = cAqfA(r) + cne/ik-dOn(r - d) (3.10)

By introducing this exp)ression into the energy functional we get, in the tight-)inding

app)l)roxilimatioll,

Ek = ( ACA ] d2r ij(r)HEA(r) + (cc1 3  d'2r 4(r - d)H'kB(r - d)

+c(3 e>ik u,' d2/r (r)HII(,(r - uj)

J
±($3CA > ikv d2r /{(r - d)H P(r - d - vi) (3.11)

where {uj} is a triad of vectors of unit lengtlh pointing respec'tively in the direction

of the nearest neighbors of a A point, and {vj} the triad made of their respective

opposites (see Fig. 3-1). The synmmetry of the problem impnloses that

d2r q1*(r)HIbA(r) = ]d2, 14% (r - d)H13n(r - d) = /• (3.12)

Jd-r 1(r)IHB(r -. u) = Jd2r 4*(r - d)H4,(r - d - vi) = - (3.13)



In the basis { A, B)} the energy functional canll now be written as a qua.dratic formi

Ek j 3ik (3.14)

which can be viewed as a va.riational expression for the energy. This is equivalent to a

problenl of diagonalization of the albove quadratic form. For simplicit y we disregard

the diagonal contribution in (3.14) and set /3 = 0 because it is indellpendent of k and

will lead to minor changes of the spectrum in the end (see Ref. [3] for details).

Equivalently, we can see that wha.t we are doing actually is diagonalizing the

hopping hamiltonian (3.1). To solve this problem, we note that an eigcnstate of the

Hamiltonian must also be an eigenstate of the translations T 1 and T 2

i AcA ik-ri' O) + E• c. eik'r( ) (3.15)
iA iB

assigning different coefficients CA aln(l cU to respective sublattices, as depicted in Fig.

3-1. The two sublattices are mapl)led into each other by the action of the Hamiltonian

and we have

HIiI = -y ciknr.,7Tmlo) + CA~C ik.-rai 10)
iA <i.j> iB <i,j>

= ikuj C3 ik-r( 0) + > cik-v CACik-ria0) (3.16)

j i A J i

It is clear that the state (3.15) is an eigenvector of H provided that the coefficients

CA and cB are solutions of the eigenvalue problem

ik-u
iZ.Y e u)

SEk .17)

This is just another way of writing the variational problem (3.14). From (3.17) after
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Figure 3-2: Bands of graphene as obtained from the tight binding calculation. Cour-

tesy of Jonas Hauptmann.

a bit of algebra we derive the dispersion relation

3
Ek = -- 1 + 4 cos2  k + 4 cos 2 k, cos ky (3.18)

The structure of this band has very striking properties when considered at half-filling.

This situation physically corresponds to graphene, where each site of the honeycomb

lattice is ocupied by one electron, while each level of the band may accomodate two

states due to the spin degeneracy, and the Fermi level turns out to be at the midpoint

of the band, Ek = 0. The honeycomb lattice at half-filling has, therefore, six isolated

Fermi points, instead of a whole Fermi line. The reciprocal lattice is generated by

2rr 2w 4rr
K 1 = ex- e, K2  -ey (3.19)F3 3 3

and is the Brillouin zone is a hexagon, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The only points which

reach the Fermi level are the six vertices of the hexagon

4r
k, = 4 7r ky = 0

2r 2r
k = - ky = -+- (3.20)

3 \ 3

It can be checked that these are the only roots of Ek = 0. But due to translation

symmetry in the reciprocal space, only two of the Fermi points are independent, and



reciprocal lattice

Brillc

Figure 3-3: Brillouin zone of gralphene.

are commonly referred to as K- and K'-points. The existence of a finite number

of Fermi points at half-filling has important consequences in the description of the

spectrum about the Fermi level. The low energy excitations can be studied by taking

the continuum limit at any two independent Fermi points. For this purpose we

introduce a parameter a measuring the carbon-carbon bond length and expand the

2 x 2 operator in (3.17) around any of two independent Fermi points. At the first

Fermi point in (3.20), for instance, we have

4ir
k = 4ex + 6k (3.21)

3 3-

and

0( 0  C 6ik-u- ) 3 ( 0a 6k + k,) +((a 62)
N-{ - a.vj -- a +O((a 5k)27 iak-v, 0 2 6kx - iky 0

(3.22)
which can be written in terms of the Pauli matrices

3 -6 - oT.6k (3.23)
2



The effective Hamniltonian in the continumn limit turns out to be the Dirac operator

in two dilmensionls, which nmeans that the low energy excitations of the honeycomb

lattice at half-filling are described by an effective theory of two two-dimensional Dirac

spnlors. This is very different from the usual effective mass continuum approximna-

tions, where a quadratic dispersion relation at high synnletry points of the Brillouin

zone gives rise to an effective Schrodinger equation, with one paraneter (the mass)

chosen to relproduce the band curvature. We should note that the conical shape of

the b)anlls of grapheone is a robust feature that is not restricted to nearest-neighbor

tight-binding models. Rather it is due entirely to the group symnmetry of the lattice

[32] and is also observed in DFT band structure calculations [33].

For the l)urposes of a comlparison, we mention that sheets of hexagonal boron

nitride possess a, closely related sp'-bonded structure, where A sites are replaced iby

boron and those at B sites by nitrogen. However, analogous tight binding calculations

(e.g. [14]) show that in this case the inequivalence of the two sublattices results in

lower synnuetry and prevents the two bands from touching. The two bands are

sel)ar.ated by a wide gap of about 5.8 eV, and the usual effective mass theory is the

a.l)propriate description in this case. As we will later see, this results in dramatic

quialitýative tifferenlces in the low enlergy and long-wavelength properties of the two

2D materials, as well as of the nanotubes formed by rolling up the corresponding

sheets.

3.2 Geometric and electronic structure of carbon

nanotubes

A tube nlalde of a single gra.phene layer rolled up into a hollow cylinder is called a

single-wall carboni nanotube (SWCNT); a tube consisting of several concentric cylin-

(lers is called a multi-wall nanotube (MWCNT). This rolling happens under the right

growth conditions, since it is energetically favoralble to avoid the dangling bonds that

are on the edges of a graphite sheet, since these dangling bonds corresponds to very



high energy states. To avoid these high energy states the atoms cluhster together into

structures such as smaller fullerenes or nanotubes. This is energetically favorable, in

spite of the cost in energy due to tile strain that this roll-up puts on the bonds. In

experiments, diameters of SWCNTs are observed to be in the range 1 to 2 nmI, while

diameters of MWCNTs vary from 5 to 200 1111. For a qualitative understanding of the

electronic structure of single-wall carbon nanotubes, it is sufficient to start with the

band structure of graphene a1nd use the zone foldling appI)roach. This inethod allows an

easy calculation of ba1nd structures of nanlotubes of all sizes and chira.lities, something

more elaborate methods do not. We begin by describing the geometry of a na.otube

using the graphene lattice. The unit cell of a carbon nanotube is defined 1by the chiral

vector C and the translational vector T. Here C, which is the roll-up direction and

defines the circumference of the tube. can be expressed as a linear combination of the

two lattice vectors of graphene, al and a2 (whose length is Ila,1 = a 2 = = = 2.46 A)

as in Fig. 3-4:

C = nal + ma 2 - (, 7.m) ( i, m are integers. 0 < rn < n ). (3.24)

Thus each nanotube is characterized by an index (n,m) that is derived fromi that of

the chiral vector. The translational vector T defines the translational period along

the tube axis and is expresse<d as

2m. + n 2n + mi
T = a, - a2 , (3.25)

where 7 is the greatest common divisor of (2mt + n) and (2n + -n) [3]. The highest

symmetry cases. containing mirror snunetries, are the so-called achiral nanotubes:

(n, nI) armchair and (n, 0) zigzag tubes. They haave 4n atolns per unit cell and are

convenient to study within periodic boundary condlitions along the axis. Chiral tubes,

on the other hand, generally have very long unit cells, containing many more atoms,

and are thus less amenable to conmputationa.l studies. A chira.l tube a.nd two types of

achiral tubes are shown on the right of Fig. 3-4. The structural paralneters for (n.. n)

armnchair a.nd (7, 0) zigzag tubes are summnarized ill Table 3.1.



Table 3.1: Structural parameters for (n,n) armchair and (n,O) zigzag nanotubes:

translational period, diameter, and the number of carbon atoms in a unit cell.

Figure 3-4: Chiral and translational vectors of single-wall nanotubes. Structures on
the right are examples of zigzag, general chiral, and armnchair nanotubes. Reproduced
from httpl://www.nanoelectronics.jpI



(a)

(b) k

(C)

Figure 3-5: (a),(b) The transverse k-vector component k1 is quantized when periodic
boundary conditions are applied. (c) The values of k;1 allowed by quantization slice
through the bands of grap)hene. Pictures courtesy of Paul McEuen's group.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3-6: Quantization of the k-vectors in the Brillouin zone and the resulting

bands.

(a) (5,5) metallic (b) (8,0) semiconducting

Figure 3-7: Band structure of armchair and zigzag carbon SWNTs obtained from

DFT calculations. Courtesy of Young-Sn Lee.
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Like their crystalline structure, the electronic structure of a CNT ca.n be derived

from that of two-dimensional gra)phiene b)y imposing the geometrical constrains fromi

the nanotube on the band structure of graph.Ine. In the case of carbon n1anotubes,

confinement of the electron wavefuliction along the circumference only allows discrete

wave vectors in the direction of C. Along the axis, the electronic states are Bloch

functions as in usual extended systems. Thus, the allowed wave-vectors appear as a,

series of parallel lines in the Brillouin zone of graIphene. as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. The

most striking consequence of this quantization is that single-wall carbon na-notubes

can be metallic or semiconducting. Indeed, as we saw earlier gra.phellne is a. zero-gal)

semiconductor: conduction ajnd valence 1band touch each other at the corners of the

Brillouin zone (K-points). When the lines allowed by the quantization pass through

the K-point, a CNT is metallic; otherwise it is semiconducting, as shown ill Fig. 3-7.

In terms of the (n,m) index, this zone folding can be summarized a.s following:

I0 : metallic

mod(n - , 3) = tallic (3.26)
1,2 semiconducting

Thus a (5,5) CNT is nletallic while a.n (8,0) CNT is semniconducting. Since the zone

folding approach ignores curvature and the accompanying orbital re-hybridizations,

exceptions exist in smnall-dianieter tubes. However, armchair CNTs are always metal-

lic and have two degenerate eigenstates at the Fermni energy, regardless of dialneter.

This dependence of electronic clharacter only on geometry is unlike anything else in

condensed matter theory, and this is partly the reason why carlbon na.notubes ca-p-

tured so nmuch interest, particularly in the possible electronics applications. A more

detailed discussion can be found inll Refs. [3] an-d [4], and references therein.
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Chapter 4

Static dielectric response of sheets

and tubes

This chlapter begins with a compirchensive pictlnre of the static (lielectric response

of grapheone and boron-nitride shoet s, colmIpitcled with several. abl-initio metllods. Wc

draw a comp)arison b)etween t wh two structures in order to illulstratec the lunusltal

screening i)rop)ertics of grapliehne, such as the scale-invariannce of the response of w-

electrons, which dominalltes at 1hllg wa.velengt hs. \We find t hat thle( ill-lla.ne response

of graphlicne is intermediate Ihetwcenl a. 2D inslula.tlor a(nd a met al. while the responise

of the boron-nitride sheet is that of a.nl insiIlator. In the secoind half of I le c(alpte)lr we

use thesc results to exp)lain qi (ualilitatively hie differeutces of the cahlulated (dielectric

response of carblon and ljoron-nitride single-wall nai•otll)es., and generalize to 1 he case

of multi-wall tubles. We find that the loingitu(diniia] olariza.lility of SWNTs scales as

the inverse square of the hbainld gap, while in M\IWNTs andl l)andles it is given by tlhe

sunm of the polarizal)ilities of the constituelnt tubes. The transverse polarizalbilities

and screening factors of SWNTFs of both Ilyl)es alr insensitive t(o Ialdl gaps an1d chi-

ralitics but exhiblit qualitlat ively diftfcrent ralis de•lcndcnce. As expected, for carl)on

nanotubes the t;ransverse rcsIponscl is int;erinlediatce bet 1weeln mlinallic and insuIlatling,

and for boroni-nitrilde it is insulat ling. We generalize the single-wall results with the

construction of a simple anld acnurate clectlrost atlic model of mlllt i-wall tlll(otulb)es

that ca.j'ptulres the depen(len(:ce of the stat ic tra•-usverse dielectric responsc oil radii aind



number of layers for both CNTs alnd BNNTs. We conclude this chapter by highlight-

inlg the relevance of our calculations to methods of separation of various inanotubes

by chiralities and radii.

4.1 Dielectric linear response formalism

4.1.1 Definitions and identities

Any exl)erinlent conducted on a system involves oblservation and imeasurement of

chaniges induceld l)y so1me external probe. If the interaction between the probe and

the system is weak, the response is linear: it is (Ictermined by the properties of the

systemr in the absence of the p)erturbation, i.e. it is a. ground state lproperty. The

systemn's response is closely linked to the correlations between positions and momenta

of different i)articles, so the inter-I)article interaction plays a central role. Since we

want to study the effects of interactions in a system consisting of charged particles,

we are interested in the density response to external electric fields. It is worth noting

that (tensity-functional theory is particularly well suited to such calculations - it

is in principlel an exact theory of the ground state of an interacting system, and

(lensity is the fnlldaimental I)paramneter. As such, calculations of zero-temnperature

static linear response quantities related to the ground state energy a.nd dlensity contain

110o uncontrolled app)I)roximations or i)ossible misinterl)retations (unlike calculations of

excited-state and non-equilibrinn I)roI)erties).

In this section we review the standardi expressions for the linear-response dielec-

tric suscepti)ilities of periodic systems of (lifferent diimensionalities. We will con-

sider only static reYsponse and drop the time/frequency (lepelndlence of all quantities,

e.g. x:(q, co = 0) = x,(q). For completeniess, we will briefly discuss the frequency-

dependence in the end of this subsection and show that we are justified in assuming

that all quantities of interest below are purely real in the static regime. Let us begin

by considering an external perturlbing potentia.l V,,t(r) that couples linearly to the



nIulllbcr dclensity operator

so that the perturl'bed HaInilt onianl is

S II + V,,(r') f.(r') dr'. (4.2)

The static (lensity-delnsity respoInse functlion (susceptibility) N (r, r') (lescribes the re-

sponse of the exp)ectationl value of the dniel]])cr (letlsity operator (indiucedl delcsity) at

pIoint, r to the )perturbation:

S6,(r) = C(r, r') .,,(r') dr'. (4.3)

which in Fourier spIac(' b•'colncs

•n(q) = . (q, q') Ex(q') dq'. (4. 4)

Ini general., a pertlurb}at-ion withl wave vcc:tr (1q will induc: densl:ity minodialati0ns at

all the wave vectors q for wlichli the respolise fiunction \, (q, q') is ino(i-zero. For

systl-ems with continuous t(ransla.tional invariallce a great sinphlificat.ion takes p)lace -

the response function del)pendls only on the dlifferen{ce r-r' and so ,.(q) = \: (q)•7,q, (q).

Wec can view X,(q) as a ncasure of stiffnecss of t-he systncl against a fiel(l that a ttemtllts

to change the value of n,(q). If we Cden(ote the upll I)ert.urb1)ed glrou)llld state en'ergy by

E(0), we have that the pertlurbel ellergy is given i]n the lincanr regimce by t:he stiffnilcss

theorimll [34]

E(6 E() - > E'(0) (4.5)2 -.

that necessitates that < < 0.

Now because clectrons arc charged, the chalnge in denlsity 6u.(r) crea,tes an ad(li-

tional coulo)nl potential li,,,d(r) wiich is sllpej'il)osel on tI he external tficl. So



test charge sees a, total resulting potential (called the screened potential)

V§e(r) = V,,,,(r) + Vi,,,(r),

where
' (r r ')

WeeW(r) = d ir' fr r'"
Using here (4.3) we obtain for the screened p)otential

XC(r) = dr' - (r, r') V•,t(r'),

where we define the inverse (in tlhe matrix sense) dielectric function as

F- (r, r') = 6(r - r') +
1

dr" '(r", r).
Ir- r"-

Again, in the simplle case of homogeneous systems, we get the algebraic relation for

the Fourier comlponelts

where

l (q)(q = )E(q)

=1± 'rqX(Q),c-(q)

with vi being the Fourier transform of the coulonbl) interaction. In the inhomnogeneous

case of a, periodic crystal we have x (r + L, r' + L) = x(r, r') and in Fourier space

bn(q + G) = )x(q + G, q + G') Vel,(q + G'),
G'

(4.12)

where G is a. vxector in the reciprocal lattice and q is restrictedt to the first Brillouin

zone. Using a more compac't notation XG,c'(q) = y(q + G, q + G') we can rewrite

(4.9) as

(4.13)[e-] ,,' (q) = 6G,G' + '1C (q)XG,G' (q).

The inverse dielectric matrix has generally inon-zero off-diagonal elements, due to

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)



crystal inhomogeneity, which generate umklapp effects ill the response called local-

field effects. In particular, 6(0, 0) is iin general different from 1/e1 (0,0). It can be

shown that in crystals with high symmetry (e.g. 3D cubic, 2D hexagonal) the local-

field effects simplify ill the long-wavelength limit (q - 0) [35], and the macroscolpic

dielectric constant .,,, is the inverse of the G = G' = 0 component of the inverse

dielectric matrix:

1= [1 ,,,,, (()). (4.14)

For simplicity, we will be interested in the response of our systems to a niono(chromlatic

sinusoidal potential Ve~.t(q + G) = VTS(q - qg), i.e. we will consider only the matrix

elements with G = G' = 0. We will often drop these subscripts to simplify notation,

but it is important to remember, however, that within DFPT calculations all details

of the local-field effects enter into the response matrices, whose particular elements

we ultimately use.

It is also convenient to define a screened density-densit~ y response function j(r, r')
that gives the response of the density 65n(r) to the screened potential V(r')

5n(r) = / (r, r') V(r') dr'. (4.15)

It is easy to see that the relationship between the screened response function and the

full one is

S(r,r) = -(r,r')+ (4.1

(q) = '(q)+ . (4.17)

Writing now the screened potential as

(r) = \ ,(r) + dr' / dr" (r', r") c(4.18)
and coparing with (4.8) we r - rbetwe t ctric ftio

and comparing with (4.8) we get a direct relationship between the dielectric function



an11 the screenel respo(nse function:

K(r, r') = 6(r - r') - dr" 1 (r", r) (4.19)
Ir - r"I

c(q) = 1 - vq(q). (4.20)

If we turn off coulomb interactions, the two response functions X and ,y are the saume

and( equal to the independent particle susceptibility given by

1o() : E 
(k , nI I (,- '- i Ik + q, nP)12
E= ,(k.n e ,k+q, [f,(k) - f 2 (k + q)], (4.21)

S El, (k) - E,1 J(k + q)
k,nl ,It.2

where q and k are restricted to the first Brillouin zone, and f,&(k) are the temperature-

dependent Fermi occupation fllunctions of 1baInls 1n, 1 2 [35]. This expression reduces

to the familiar Lindhard function in the homogeneous case.

The presence of long-range cou(lomb interactions causes certain physical quantities,

(e.g. bare compressibility) that are finite in neutral liquids, to diverge in the long

wave-length limit, due to the infinite self-energy. For this reason the linear density

response of charged liquids is usually disculssed within the jelliu'mn model, in which

a system of negatively charged electrons is elbled(led in a uniform background of

positive charge density so as to impose overall charge neutrality. For instance, in

the Ha.rtree alpproxilmation the coulomb self-energy of the positive background plus

that of the electron gas exactly cancels the interaction energy of the electrons with

the positive background. The screened response function y is essentially a construct

designed to facilitate dealing with these divergences. In effect, x corresponds to the

density response function for a fictitious neutral system with the law of interaction

given 1)y the (short-range) screened coulomb interaction.

We now mention an important result of the linear response theory, called the

compressibility sum rule. Taking the long wavelength limit of (4.16)

1
li [ (q) + V = li (q) - (4.22)
q-O) 7q-0 .(2

56



This sum rule tells us that the full density stiffness

02E 1li -q) = (4.23)
q-ý0 Opy2  t,2 K

consists of two parts: (i) an electrostatic part vq which diverges for q -- 0 due

to the infinite coulomb energy cost of the uniformn change of the electronic charge

density, with the positive background remaining fixed; a.nd (ii) a finite additional

contribution known as screened or"proper stiffness" arising fronl the change in kinetic

and exchainge-correlation energies in the overall neutral system. In other words, the

screened compressibility K of the system is related to the long-wavelength limit of

the screened response function ji(q).

We now connect the above discussion to the general dynamic case by re-introducing

time-dependence of the response. The frequency-dependent density response flinction

of the free electron gas is given lby the well-known Lindhard function

kO(1,.w) = 2Ef,,, (k) - f,,, (k + q) (4.24)
k1 E,,,(k) - E,,, (k +q) +w + iII

where r, is an infinitesimal positive number that regulates the divergences at resonant

frequencies of the system and the linit 1• - *0+ is assulned. In general the response

function is complex, with the imaginary part linked to the dissipation of the energy

supplied by the pIerturbation. We cani separate the real and imaginary components

of (4.24) using the formula

1 1
lim =p - iir6(w - y). (4.25)
-0-o4) W - y + iul w - y

We see that at w = 0 only the principle part of (4.24) survives )because we halve

(f - .f2) 6(El - E2) = 0, i.e. for a given energy eigenvalue all states are either

occupied or not. This is an implicit assum.lption of equilibrium, or net zero current.

Indeed, a situation with a. net current corresponds to only some states of a. given

energy being occupied, which results in an overall non-zero momenltum. This is only

possible in a system with partially occupied bands at the Fermi energy - a meta.1.



In an insulator, no current can flow because all bands are compnletely filled. In the

classical harmonic resonance picture, an insulator has the lowest resonance frequency

different fromi zero, while a conductor has free electrons whose response is singular

at zer() frequency [36]. When an electric field is applied to a conductor, the effective

electric field that drives the current is the gradient, of the external potential V pIlus the

gradient of the local chemical potential associated with the inhomogeneous induced

density 6n(q, w) = •(q, w) V(q, w). The chemical ))otelntial is given by

bn(q, w)p,(q, ) = (qw) (4.26)
X (q, w)

which is just the pIotential that would p)ro(duce the density 6n if the system is allowed

to reach equilibrium. The effective electric field is then

Ee.f (q, L) = -iq (/t(q, u)) + V(q,c )). (4.27)

Note that the field vanlishes for LL = ()0 because un(q, 0) = y(q, 0) V(q, 0) since no

current flows at equilibrium. At non-zero frequency the current density is

j(q, w) = ar(q, w)Eeff(q, w) (4.28)

which defines the conductivity ca, a quantity that contains information about the

dissipation of the energy through electron-phonon scattering or imlIurities. With the

help of equatio)ns (4.26)-(4.28) and the continuity equation Sn,(q, w) = q -j(q, w)/w

we arrive at the relationll

1 1. i.

1 - + . (4.29)
\(q, w) x(q, 0) q2a(q, w)

For normal metals the conductivity is finite and real at zero fr'equelncy, which irn-

plies that the inmginary part of the response vanishes at u; = (), once equilibriunm is

assumed. Thus, for insulating systems, finite metallic systeims and extended metal-

lic systems a.t equilibrium the zero-frequency density response is pIurely real, and in



this work we will be dealing only with such systems. However, if a, steady current is

allowed to flow, an imaginary compnonent of the static (lielectric constant will be non-

zero, corresponding to some sort of dissipation. Frequency-dependent response and

non-equilibrium transport phenomena require more clalborate methods (such as time-

dependent DFT and non-equilibrium Green's functions) and lie outside the scope of

this thesis.

4.1.2 Random-phase approximation

So far we have been discussing an exact formalism, but in order to comllute the

response of actual systems, it is useful to make alpp)roximations that would allow us

to input some details of a model and study the result analytically. The simplest

analytical approximation one can make to describe the response of a charged system

is termed the random-phase a)pproxi]1ma.tion (REPA), also known as the self-consistent

field approximation. It consists of replacing the screened response function , by that

of the independent electron ga.s k:, so that (4.19) beconmes

?PA(q) = 1- v,Xo(q) (4.30)

and the full response function is given within RPA by

A(q) = X1 '(q) (4.31)

The RPA is effectively a single-particle approximlation of the full many-electron probl)-

lem using the self-consistent potential which incorporates llma.y-b()dy effects ii ain

average sense. It is a. very convenient a8nd powerful analysis tool for stud(lying scaling

of various quantities sensitive to screening. In I)articular, it is genera,lly very accurate

in describing the long-wavelength dielectric response in the high density limit. How-

ever, it neglects the short-range exchange and( correlation effects altogether. and the

response at finite q is less reliable.

We now consider the zero-temlperature static dielectric response a.t small q of



simple metals and insulators within RPA to get a sense of scaling for these quantities

before we present the results of full ab-initio calculations. In this limit the independent

particle susceptibility of a metal is a non-zero constant, which can be seen from the

following argument. Considering only one partially filled band in (4.21) we have

(taking -iq.• , 1 + O(q))

.V() (q) Pf "(k) - f "(k + q)
k E(k) - E(k + q)

-- , VkE(k (4.33)

Ofo
=- v,(E)dE . -,v(0), (4.34)

where v(E) is the density of states and the Fermi energy is taken to be zero. This

result is clearly independent of the dimiensionality of the system.

To find an a.pproximation to the equation (4.21) in the case of insulators, we can

use the sum rnle for oscillator strengths [37]

S(E .,,- E ()I() (n l Ies) 2 - q2. (4.35)
2

Taking the smallest value of the energy difference (the band gap) to be the most

iinImortant term ill the summation,

Et,, (k) - E,, (k + q) kgap (4.36)

we have then

S(k, n, I (iq.' k + q, n,)) 1 (' (4.37)

Only matrix elements between valence and conduction sta.tes contribute to the sum

in (4.21), because he occupation factor fo (k + q) - fJ (k) - 0 only if nit n.2.

Putting (4.37) into (4.21) and counting tihe contributions from each of N electrons in



the filled bands in the unit cell of volume Q, we get

S(q) Nq2 (4.38)

which is valid for an insulator of any dimensionality. We now use the two expressions

(4.32) and (4.38) to study the q -+ 0 limit of the dielectric response of both types of

extended systems in all three dimensiona.lities. We will need explicit expressions for

the Fourier transforms of the Coulomb potentials. They are

a3) 4- (4.39)q2

,2D 2r (4.40)

,,1D = _eCq2 2Ei (_q R 2) , (4.41)

where Ei is the exponential integral function. The one-dnimensio)na1 case is more deli-

cate, as one also needs a short-distance cutoff R to avoid the non-integrable divergence

of the interaction at the origin. This can be done by modeling a 1D system as a 3D

cylinder of very small radius R, so that the transverse motion of electrons is essentially

frozen in the lowest energy localized state. For qR << 1 we have v• ) -2 In(qR),

and we will use this approxilnation from now on.

In 3D bulk metals Nxo()(q -* 0) is nonzero accor(ting to (4.32). so the dielectric con-

starnt eRPA =1+- I () tends to infinity, resulting in the familiar complete screening

of the electric field. The same situation is observed in perfect metals in b)oth the

2D and 1D cases, resulting in a (diverging Coulomb interaction aind consequently an

infinite dielectric constant cfID, --+ +oc. In 3D insulators the q-dependence in (4.30)

cancels out and the dielectric constant has a, scanle-inva.riant nonzero gaI)-depIen(lent

value

31+ 47rn
A(q) 1 +(4.42)

where n7 is the average electronic density. In low-dimensional insulators, on the other

hand, the q-dependent factors do not. caincel, and in the sma.ll-q limit the Xy(q) factor



ID: 'vq = -2ln qR 2D: vq = 27r/q 3D: vq = 47r/q 2

nieta.l -2v in qR 1 27rv/q '-, 47rvT/q 2

A I- x •/ 1/lnqR X " -q/27 X " -q /4rx
insulator f -- 1 -+ 1 e F

x ~ -C -• x q

Table 4.1: Sunnmmary of q -+ 0 scaling of dielectric responsec quantities of metals and

insulators of difFerent dimensionalities, as derive(d within RPA. v is the density of

states at the Fermi energy.

vanishes quicker than v, so we have ". -- 1. In other words, 2D and 1D semicon-

ducting systenls do not screen electric fields at all, because their reduced dimensions

do not allow a polarization field to (levelop. These results are summarized in Table

4.1.

4.1.3 Polarizabilities in low dimensions

It is useful to understand the electrostatics of low dimensional objects considered as

embedded in a 3D I)eriodic bulk system. This is a practical issue that arises when

calculating the dielectric response of a low-dimensional object in periodic boundary

conditions, where we are actually calculating the dielectric constant of the 3D bulk

system consisting of a lperiodic array of these objects separated by vacuum. Let us

take, for example, a cubic unit cell of size L containing at atom (a OD object) of

polarizability (0P". The dielectric constant of this inaterial is given by

D P
D = = 1 + 4r-- (4.43)

E E

where P = Ec0oi/L 1 is the polarization density. For a solid made up of a square

array of tubes or an array of sheets the corresponding relationships are

4- I 47r 21) (4.44)
F = 1+ 4 In e = 1+ - 44

L2 L

where a(,t is the polarizability per unit length and a, 21c is the polarizability per unit

area. The dielectric constant of these systems tends to 1 when the cell size is taken to



infinity, so bulk e is not a. useful quaintity to describ)e the response of a, low-D system.

and one needs to extract the intrinsic values of o's. Let us now make the connection

with the response function forma.lism. For simplicity we specia.lize to the case of a 2D

sheet and denote quantities compluted for periodic (bulk) systems by superscript ":

E = lim1 -I - (q) = 1 + 4 a 2. (4.45)

At the same time we have

nb(q) q)/L (4.46)¾)= 'q) V.r(q) L

so that we get the identity

a = - lihn k: (q) (4.47)11 q-O q2

which relates the 2D in-plane response function to the polarizability per unit area,

while in 1D this expression related the longitudinal response function to the longi-

tudinal polarizability per unit length. Clearly for insulators, where j " -q 2 , the

polarizability all is a finite quantity, while for metals (and semi-metals) it is (liver-

gent. It should be noted tha.t the out-of-plane (transverse) polariza,bility a• is not

accessible within the low-dimensional response function formalism because it is a 3D

quantity describing the response to transverse fields of the low-dimensional systemn

embedded in 3D space.

4.2 2D: Graphene and boron-nitride

In this section we study the in-pllae static response of two-dimensional sheets of

graphene and boron-nitride [38]. It is useful in studying the effects of charged implI-

rities and in analyzing the electrostatic environment of fulictionalizations. Electron-

phonon coupling is also very sensitive to the way the low-frequency lattice pertur-

bations are screened by the electrons. As we shall see later in Sec. 4.3 the in-plane

response of a. sheet also helps us understand the transverse response of single- aLnd



multi-wall nalnotubes. The in-plane response function of graphene at zero doping was

first considered }by Gonzalez et al. [39] and derived for independent particles, start-

ing with the homlogeneous lmodel with a linear band displersion. Motivated by the

expected strong influence of doping on the nature of interactions, Ando [40] recently

generalized this result to non-zero doping for q < 2k]. at T=0:

o(q) = q 2,, (4.48)
4vj 7ryi,-

where the Fermli energy is related to the d(loping density n.. by

n1 = (4.49)

Note that at zero doping (Ep, = 0) the free response function is linear in q. Renlemi-

bering the 21) Coulomb factor (4.39), we can use the RPA expression (4.30) for the

in-plane dielectric constant at zero doping

+ 2rr q (4.50)
q 4t;

Using the DFT result of 0,, = 0.38 bohr-Ha = 8.31 x 105m/s we get e = 5.13.

Because of the cancelation of the q-del)enlent factors, we obtain that the in-pIlane

dielectric constant c(q = 0) has a non-trivial value, resembling the situation in a

3D bulk dielectric. In other words, the in-plane dielectric response is q-invariant. It

follows that graphene cannot be classified as either a metal or a insulator in light

of the discussion in Sec. 4.1.2 and Ta.ble 4.1, but rather it is intermediate --a zero-

gap semi.conduttctor. This anonlalous screening property of grapheine is due to the

unlique combination of its two-dinmensionial nature with linear electronic spectrum

and resulting vanishing density of states at the Fermi K-points. This corresponds

to the unusual linear screening noted previously in graphite- intercalated comnpounds

[41]. On the other hand, any finite amount of doping or a finite temperature will

create free carriers and we should expect to see the signature of metallic response.

We should mention also that the temperature dependence of the static screening is
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Figure 4-1: Charge density oscillations in a grapphene sheet induced by a perturbing
sinusoidal potential with a wavelength equal to 60 unit cells. Rapid oscillations are
caused by charge transfer between the two carbon sub-lattices.

predicted within RPA to be also qualitatively different from that in conventional

metals [40].

We will now investigate the q -- 0 scaling of the in-plane response of gra.phene

and boron-nitride using density functional theory. In our calculations we apply an

external sinusoidal perturbing potential V,,t(q) of wavelength 2r/q and calculate the

Fourier component of the resulting self-consistent charge density response b6 Tq. By

taking the ratio of the Fourier components we obtain the full response function matrix

element G = G' = 0

xoo(q) (4.51)

The calculation is done it two different ways. First, we set up a long orthorhombic

super-cell containing up to 60 repetitions of the ba~sic unit cell, and add a, small-

amplitude sinusoidal potential with a period spanning the length of the super-cell.

The induced charge density response is calculated using the self-consistent iterative

DFT procedure as implemented in the Quantum-ESPRESSO package [42]. Alterna-

tively, we have implemented the linear dielectric response within the framework of

DFPT, which allows much more efficient calculations of response matrix elements at



airl)itrary q wit.hout, the elied for Sl•per-cells. Both al)I)pproaclhes yield i(dentical results as

shown inl Fig. 4-2. We set the graph)eli lat tice paramlleter at, T =T 4.654 bohr and( for

1)oron l itiri(de at 4.73 hol)h. We use lthe Per•dw-Burke-Lrlzerhof generalized gradiettt

apI)roxillnat;ioil with liltra.-soft't (in the super-cell metlthod) atnd llorlrl-collserving (ill the

DFPTI' cal•llation) p)Seu(lo-)potentils iin a lplane-wave )basis with a cutoff energy of 25

8and 4) By, respect'ively. These plalameters have 1eein shown to accurately predict the

cryst'allinIe Strllt(;lu'es aIld the 1hysical 1)prol)erties of (diamond ind graphite [43]. The

3Brillouiin zone was samplled( with a k:-lpoiit grid of at least 64x x4x1 points. Periodic

Sbo)li(lary conditions are imllposedl i all t liree dimnensions, and slpecial imeasiures are

ta kein t(o renmove t Ihe peri-odic image ilntera(ctionis tHlat, reniorilnalize the density response,

especially at small q. In part'icular, we use the corriectionl meth1o(1 (ldescribe(t in Sec.

6.3 with the inlter-plaine distaniice of about 45 b)lohlr Ibeing sufficient for convergence at

tHlie smallest value of q.

Fig. 4-2 shows tlhe valuhes of the mlatix elenient. -•io(q) of the full response

func'tillo as an fiu ictioii of q f'or 1)oth 2D shelets. It; is essenitial to note the (drastically

diffi(ereti snimll-q )elhavior ot tlhe susceptl(' )bilities of the two matierials. The curve

f11r 1orolit nitridle is see t apl)I)protach a liemar t ren(ld near the origiln, c()nfirlIilg tlhe

expect(1ed (lj)eienlc('e \'(q) q2, wltich charactt(eriz's 1boron nitri(le as a 2D insulator.

Tlie sane qu(•alitti V for ~inloped graplheie, on the other haid, a)pp)roaches a inontrivial

con(0sta it 0.8 as q -- 0, whi(ch ilmp)lies ,(q) - q to leading or(ler, confirming the RPA

result. Wit thle help of exilressions (4.13) aildl (4. 14), we see that ,,, 1/(1-0.8) = 5

iit excelleunt agreementt witi h11e R PA estim.t.e al)ove. Finally, for (doped grap)hene the

(curve is seeni to) aj)ln(oach 1 frv small q, i.e. \,- - -, and itsing (4.30) this results

ill an inhfinite ( = 0(), a.s explectld of a truly metallic( 21) system. The q 0 in-

i)llne resplonse for gra.iplhe• is t lis very sensitive t(o (do)ipng with either electron' s or

oles. This c(al )e vert y relevait for the screenint g of ilpurit.ies a1nd the strength of

electron1-p)ihlo0 couplling.

WVe n1(t0e thl oit 0e should 1 e careful in intlerpreti ng the (calculated results plotted

in Figs. 4-2 anl 4-3, as they sll()w t lHe vaialtion of just a single matrix element of the

full response fili•uctiol.. For instllnce, t ,hese values are not sufficient to obt•)tain ý(q) and
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Figure 4-2: Scaling of the self-consistent response niatrix element Xo,o(q) of a graphene
and a BN sheet as a function of the wavelength of the perturbing sinusoidal potential.
The doping level for graphene is 0.005 electrons per unit cell (EF=0.01 Ha). At lower
doping levels the curve exhibits a sharper variation at smaller q.
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Figure 4-3: Scaling of the full response matrix element to,o(q) of the BN sheet.

Extrapolation to q = 0 is used to comnpute the in-plalne polarizability.

E(q) at finite q because the off-diagonal matrix elements are nonzero due to local field

effects. However, due to (4.14) the q -- 0 linit is well-defined and we are allowed to go

between these quantities ais in a, homogeneous systemn. For example, we can calculate

the in-plane polarizability per unit area, of the BN sheet in two ways: directly from

the dielectric tensor we get (,'VD=2.04 bohr and (c•)'=0.34 bohr. Alternatively from

the snmall-q limit of the response function using (4.47)

2D o,0 W) X.0, (q)' = -lir , = lin ,() (4.52)
q --- O q2 q-0 q2

we get by extra)polation (~~ "=2.06 b)ohr (see Fig. 4-3). In order to find 0o,o(q) at finite

q one needs in general to invert the entire full response matrix ,V(q), the calculation

of which is more challenging within DFPT.

We investigate now the long-wavelength limit of the response of the graphene sheet

at finite doping. Recalling the compressib)ility suln rule (4.22) and applying the RPA
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Figure 4-4: Inverse screened compressibility of a doped graphene sheet versus the
(loping density. The dashed curve is computed from the independent-particle linear
band model via (4.53).

estimate of the response function (4.49), we can write the screened compressibility as

1 7rt 2

S= hlin (q) F (4.53)
n 2Kf --40 2EF

The free inverse compressibility is seen to vanish at zero (loping density, which follows

directly from the vanishing density of states, i.e. the Fermi energy as a fimnction

of doping density has an infinite slope at zero doping. We calculate the screened

compressibility in DFT by taking the second derivative of the total energy with respect

to the average charge density and appropriately removing the electrostatic terms using

methods described in Chapter 6. Alternatively, we can proceed to calculate the Fermi

energy as a function of the doping level and take the derivative with respect to the

doping density. The two calculations yield identical results, as guaranteed by Janak's

theorem [26], and the results are plotted in Fig. 4-4. The calculated compressibility

agrees well with the free linear-band model result (4.53) at low doping densities,

yielding credibility to the simple model used in R1PA calculations. Once again, this
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Figure 4-5: Maximally localized VWannier functions of the occupied states in graphene.

(a) a-bonding NMLWF; (b) r-bonding MLWF. Courtesy of Young-Su Lee.

follows from the fact that 7-electrons dominate the response at long wavelengths.

At higher doping levels we see a discrepancy that results from the nonlinearities of

the DFT band dispersions and exchange-correlation contributions.

4.2.1 Wannier function analysis

It is usually tacitly assumned that the linear-band description derived from the 7r-state

tight-binding model of graphene gives the full picture of the electronic properties.

It should be remembered, however, that the uT-bond electrons also participate in

dielectric response. They forum localized states, unlike the wT-electrons, and their

response has insulating character. In simple models the effect of the u-electrons is

usually incorporated into a uniform background dielectric constant, and 7r-electrons

are treated within the modified electrostatic environment. Such an approach may

be justified for 3D bulk graphite, but not for graphene (or nanotubes), because as

we have seen, dielectric response in low-dimensional insulators does not give rise to

the scale-invariant screening, which in 3D systems is characterized by a non-trivial

dielectric constant. Inl our first-principles calculations we treat all valence electrons on

an equal footing and we can analyze their relative contributions. In order to separate

the contributions of 7- and ou-electrons, we transform the KS wavefunctions from

the plane-wave basis to the basis of maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF)

[44, 45] using the WANNIETR90 code [46]. The chemical nature of the states in this

basis is readily identifiable, as shown on Fig. 4-5. It can be shown that for the

I
PI

I I
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Figure 4-6: Percent relative contribution of r-elect.rons to the in-plane response func-
tion of the undoped graphene sheet.

purposes of understanding dielectric response, the charge density can be treated as

localized into point charges at the centers of the Wannier functions [47]. In the

supercell calculation the sinusoidal potential causes the centers of these Wannier

functions to shift, and the Fourier component of the real-space shift profile just gives

6n(q). This method provides an alternative way to calculate the full response function

matrix element, and in addition allows us to decompose the total density response into

contributions from the two orbital types. As displayed on Fig. 4-6, the contribution

of r-electrons to the response function is greater than 90% at wavelengths longer

than 6 unit cells of graphiene. This is what we expect because the insulating response

contribution from the a-states behaves like X,(q) - q2 while for the w-electrons

x,(q) - q, so the latter will dominate at smaller q. We conclude, therefore, that

the tight-binding picture that includes only ir-electrons is a good approximation

to the dielectric response at long wavelengths. Needless to say that in moderately

doped graphene the free carriers which dominate the response at long wavelengths

are ir-electrons as well.



4.3 1D: Nanotubes

In this section we address ill detail the longitudinal and transverse dielectric response

of carbon allld boron-nitride nanotubes - both single-wa.ll and multi-wall [48]. All

calculations are pIerformled u(sing Quantum-ESPRESSO [42] with the Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof aI)pproximation and ultra-soft pseudo-I)otentials in a plalne-wave basis. A

tetrlagonal unit cell is set up with 1)eriodic-boundary collditions in all three dimen-

siolns. 'We use a k-poillnt grid of at least 50xlx1 pIoints to salnple the Brillouin zone,

Methlfessel-Paxto snt.earing of 0.02 Ry and ultrasoft pseuldoIotentials for C, B and N

with a waveflunction cuitoff energy of 25 Ry and 200 Ry for the density. Atomic config-

urations are generate(1 using aln itnteratonlic distance of 1.42A, obtained from carefiul

relaxation studies [43]. Longitudinal andl transverse polarizalbilities are calculated

using density-fluictional perturblation theory (DFPT) [31] and finite-field or electric-

enthall)y approa.ches [49], also imIplemenllted in our Quanttum-ESPRESSO code.

4.3.1 Longitudinal polarizabilities

Since we use periodic-boullndary conditions, we effectively sinulate a three-dimensional

bulk inaterial consisting of a square array of infinitely long parallel nanotubes, i.e. we

only have access to the dielectric constaint; of this fictitious periodic system. What we

are interested in is the longitudinal dielectric response of an isolated nalnotube which

is cha.racterized by I)olarizabl)ility per unit length (cll and is related to the separation-

del)endentt bulk dielectric constant eII via

4wr
ell (q = 0) = 1 + • al (4.54)

where L is the transverse size of the unit cell. In this case there are n1o periodic ilnage

interaction effects between tulbe's on the lattice because the depolarizing field along

the axis of an infinitely long object vanishes. WNe 1do the calculation in two different

ways: first, using DFPT we can calculate the full dielectric tensor and extract a(ll from

the longitudinal componentt using (4.54); secondt(l, we app)ly a small finite electric field
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to the systein anl( calculate the induced polarization along the axis using the recently

(leveloI)ed Berry phase a)pproach of electric enthalpy ninimiza.tion [49], which allows

calculations with finite electric fields in periodic 1boundary conditions. Both methods

yieldted idlentical results and m.ost of the calculatioins below were done with the more

efficient method of DFPTI'.

Froln linllar-respon•se theory outlined in Sec. 4.1.2 we expI)ect the static dielectric

constant, to lel)pend on the 1band( gal) as F(q) ~ + 47'ri/A2 which suggests via (4.54)

that

Our c a.lculations confirll this behavior in zigzag carbon nainotubes, as shown in Fig.

4-8. As expected, (9,0), (12,0) andl (15,0) zigzag carbol naInotulbes have the smallest

gaps andl the largest: n('; the inverse-square depI)endence on the gap roughly holds

over two orders of magnitud(le. Only the narrowest nanotul)es (7,0) an(d (8,0) deviate

frofm this tren(d duie to significýant effects of the curvature. The trend is particularly

accurate for large-gap zigzag nanotub)es (3n+1, 0) and8l (3n1+2, 0) with n > 2. We

note that for these large-gap SWNTs our first-principles results can 1)e fitted well

with these relations:

An 3.3/R( + 0.06 (4.56)

a1 " 8.2R. + 20.5 (4.57)

with the DFT band gapl) A, given in eV and Ro in A. Previous tight-binding studies

[9] reported values of n1 comparable to our results, and noted a relation (V ~ RPo/

which we also observe for large-gap nllanotules (see Fig. 4-7). For completeness it

shoull be mentioned that in infinitely-long armchair carbon SWNTs the longitudinal

polarizability per unit length all diverges since there is no gap in the band dispersions

and the density of' states at the Fermi level is nonzero. To get a sense of scaling

we can approximate such nanotub)es as metallic elliI)soi(ds of length I and transverse



radius R (1 > R). The classical result is

na, - 12/[24(In(1/R) - 1)]. (4.58)

as discussed briefly in Appendix C. As a point of comparison, boron-nitride nanotubes

of all chiralities are semiconducting and have finite longitudinal polarizalbilities. Be-

cause of the wide gap in the band structure of 2D boron nitride, all single-wall BNNTs

have gaps tha,t are insensitive to chiralitics. Longitudinal response is mlost sensitive

to the radius, and a. linear dependence is observed, a.s is expected from (4.55). The

results for boron-nitride llanotubes are presented in Tabl)le 4.3 and plotted in Figure

4-8 as a, function of the radius.

For multi-walled nanotubes, the longitudinal response picture is readily general-

ized: depolarization effects along the axis are negligible, a1nd constituent tubes have

very weak dielectric interactions. The total polarizability at should then simply be

the sum of the polarizalbilities of constituent SWNTs; this conclusion is confirmed

by our results as given in Table 4.2. This inmmediately implies that the longitudinala

response of a MWNT is dlominated by a SWNT in it with the smallest ba.nd gap or

an armchair SWNT.

4.3.2 Transverse polarizabilities and screening factors

In this section we present the results of our first-principles calculations of the trans-

verse polarizabilities per unit length and the screening properties of isola.ted single-

and multi-wall nanotubes. Aga.in, since we are using periodic boundary conditions,

we must be careful in calculating transverse polarizabilities and screening factors be-

cause the value of the imacroscopic electric field is affected by tdepolarization effects in

the periodic array of na.notubes. The issue of correctly extracting the values for iso-

lated nanotubes is discusseed in detail in Section 6.2, a(nd here we consider alrea~dy the

corrected results. Again, we use two differcnt methods of calculations: linear responsie

with DPFT yields the full polariza,bility tensor which we use to extract both n'ii a1nd

a'j. Alternatively, applying a finite electric field perpendicular to the nanotube and
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Figure 4-9: Transverse polarizabilities cjt of armnchair and zigzag nanotubes as a
function of R2. The dashed line is the best-fit result of our semi-metallic shell model;
the solid line rt = !1j2 corresponds to an ideal metallic cylinder.2
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the radius. The dashed line is the best-fit result of our thick dielectric shell model.
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Figure 4-11: Electrostatic potential for a (10,10) SWNT in an applied homogeneous
transverse field Eout. The electric field through the center slice is shown in the inset.

calculating the induced dipole gives the same result for (a at a lower computational

cost. The values of a± for carbon nanotubes are listed in Table 4.2 and plotted in

Fig. 4-9 as a function of the square of the effective outer radius R = Ro + 1.3A (see

later discussion in Sec. 4.3.3). Remarkably, the transverse polarizabilities of both

metallic and semiconducting carbon SWNTs lie on the same curve, which canll be

fitted by a line aL = cR 2 with a, slope c = 0.40. Thus chirality and longitudinal

band structure have a negligible effect on the transverse dielectric response; this was

observed in earlier calculations [9, 13, 12] and justified with symmetry arguments in

the single-particle approximation [9].

By applying a finite transverse field Eout (via a sawtooth periodic potential) we caln

also study screening inside a nanotube; we find the inner field Ein to be very uniform

in both CNTs (see Fig. 4-11) and BNNTs, reminiscent of a classical dielectric of

cylindrical symmetry. Another remarkable feature is that the screening factor in

carbon nanotubes Eo,,t/Ei, -+ 5 turns out to be relatively insensitive to radii and

chiralities for all single-wall CNTs, in quantitative agreement with previous estimates

[10]. Recent model system studies [10, 11] predict a small and systematic difference

Lout:
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(n. m) Eou,,/E, / (A2) &j (A2) (a•j (A2) R, (A)
(10,0) 1.66 8.16 9.62 25.05 3.98
(12,0) 1.62 10.21 11.65 29.90 4.77
(14,0) 1.57 12.36 13.79 34.76 5.57
(16,0) 1.53 14.60 15.91 39.63 6.36
(18,0) 1.49 16.91 18.23 44.51 7.16
(22,0) 1.42 21.70 54.30 8.75
(6,6) 1.68 8.62 9.87 25.39 4.13
(8,8) 1.59 12.27 13.60 33.95 5.51

(10,10) 1.51 16.18 17.10 42.48 6.89
(12,12) 1.45 20.28 20.83 51.02 8.27
(14,14) 1.39 24.52 24.61 59.54 9.65
(16,16) 1.35 28.88 68.09 11.02
(18,18) 1.31 33.32 104.7 12.40

(12,12)+(6,6) 2.05 (2.17) 25.06 (24.92)
(18,18)+(12,12) 1.69 (1.75) 46.10 (46.00)

(18,18)+(12.12)+(6,6) 2.33 (2.51) 49.61 (49.38)

Table 4.3: Screening ratios, transverse ipolarizalbilitics (per unit length), longitludiinial
pola.rizabilities and radii of boron-nitrile nanotulbes as a function of the chiral vector

(nI, m). Ro is the radius of the B-N backbone alid aoI is the full static pIolarizability
that includes ionic response. The numbers in parentheses have been obtained with
the electrosta.tic model for multi-wa.ll BNNTs.
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between polarizabilities of metallic and( semiconducting SWNTs. We dlo not detect

these differences of polarizaibilities in our DFT calculations, possibly because of the

limited range of radii of the nanotubes under consideration; however, we do observe

that the screening factors are slightly different in semiconducting CNTs from those

of metallic and simall-gal) zigzag CNTs, in quantitative agreement with Ref. [101] (see

Fig. 4-12). Indeed, as we will see in Sec. 4.3.3, the value of the screening factors

changes significantly for even very snmall deviations in the polarizability slope, which

makes these chirality-dependent effects very difficult to detect with polarizab)ility

calculations alone.

So far we have only considered the response of the electronic charge density while

holding the ions fixed. This is a, good model for the full static polarizalbility of carbon

nanotubes because the carbon backbone is symmetric. The situation is different

for boron-nitride because it consists of two distinct subla~ttices of differently charged

ions. When a transverse electric field is applied to a BNNT the backbone structure

gets distorted and the two sublattices imove in opposite direction, thus creating ani

extra depolarizing field and increasing the total induced dipole moient. We compute

the full static polarizability 6o that includes also the ionic response to the external

electric field by allowing the atomic structure to relax using damlped dynamics during

the DFT calculation with electric field. As shown in Fig. 4-10 the relative ionic

contribution decreases for larger nanotubes, seemingly much more so in armchair

nanotubes than in zigzag.

The calculated polarizabilities and screening factors of BNNTs are listed in Table

4.3 and plotted in Fig. 4-10 as a, function of the radius. An important difference

from CNTs is innmediately apparent in the dependence of av on the radius, which is

linear for single-wall BNNTs and quadratic for CNTs. At. the same time Fig. 4-12

shows that the screening factor for BNNTs decrea.ses with ra;dius and alpproaches 1.

The reasons for these qualitative differences are related to the fundamentally distinct

electronic properties of boron-nitride and graphene sheets, as discussed in Sec. 4.2,

and we will consider them in Sec. 4.3.3.
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Figure 4-13: Transverse response of a tube to a uniform
in-plane response of a sheet to a sinusoidal potential.

field can be viewed as the

Figure 4-14: Electrostatic mnodels for transverse response of single-wall nanotubes.
The first line has the correct radius dependence for CNTs but is obviously wrong.

4.3.3 Electrostatic models of nanotubes

To make sense of the different features of the transverse response in single-wall CNTs

and BNNTs, we look for a simple electrostatic model that would reproduce these

traits. We begin by arguing that since the out-of-plane polarizability per unit area

of the two 2D sheets is much smaller than the in-plane polarizability ca D >> 2aD

we can map the transverse charge density response of a single-wall nanotube to the

response of the corresponding 2D material to an in-plane sinusoidal potential (see

Fig. 4-13). We now explore this correspondence to obtain several notable results.

For a cylinder of radius R the corresponding value of the perturbation wavevector

is q = 27r/A = 1/R. An applied external field Eo corresponds to an in-plane field

Solid dielectric a 1-1 R2 E t / E = const
cylinder 2 e +R

but wrong physical picture

Thick dielectric
shell t = c'R Eout / Ein 1

Semi-metallic TPo 2 Eou, / E, = const
surface shell a = R2  E n = const

p(O) = p cos 0 EO independent of R

4=0



E(x) = E( sin qx, or, equivalently, to a.n applied potential V(x) = EoR cos(:r/R). Let

p(k) = P0 cos < be the surface charge density induced on the thin cylinder, with 4

measuring the angle to the applied field E(). The induced dipole moment per unit

length is given by

.0n,=jo / zp(,) R,/, / R s(q) RI. ='. 2p,. (4.5.-9)

The corresponding induced charge density oni the sheet is p(:(:) = pf, cos(x/R) so that

the response function is ,\(q) = -po/XK) = -po/(EoR?). We then obtain the identity

a1 = -iRX(q). (4.60)

The field inside the cylinder due to the induced charge is uniforum and at the origin

is given by

2 7 2p((q) cos 27,

AE 2  I7 O= Rd = . 2p cos2 d4) = 27po (4.61)

so that the total field inside is Ei.,, = Eo - AE = Eo(1 + 27rxi(q)R) which imnplies that

the screening factor is just equal to the in-planle dielectric constant of the s.heet:

Eo.ut, 1
S: 1 + ()= l(q) (4.62)

We niow recall from Sec. 4.2 that for a, BN sheet n', " 1.08 A so 2(q) • -1.)8q 2

which implies from (4.60) that aL ; 3.39R. On the other hand, fitting the curve oil

Fig. 4-10 gives a slope of 3.12 which is quite close even a.t this level of approximation.

At the sanme time the screening factor (4.62) is expected to decrease withl radlius andl

approach 1, and this is indeed observed on Fig 4-12.

By extrapolating the data oni Fig. 4-2 to q --+ 0 for graphene we had X(q)

-0.8~. It follows fronm(4.60) that for carbon SWNTs we expect a- = CR2 witll

coefficient c e 0.4. A best fit of our alb-initio data for the CNT polarizability (see

Fig. 4-9) shows remarkable agreement with this prediction and yields ('v = 0.40j?2.



Here the effective radtius = Ro -+ 1.30A is larger t han that of the carbon b(ackbone

Ro, consistent with the finite thickness of the electronic charge density distribution

alnd the fact that Fr-electrons start screening the field at a larger radius. Within

this simple mlodlel of folding grap)helne into a cylindler, the screening factor (4.62) is

p)redlicted to have a radius-independent value

- "1 5 (4.63)
El,, 1 - 2c

that agrees with the results plotted( in Fig 4-12. We poillnt out that the value of the

screening factor (liverges for c = 0.5 which corresponds to complete screening in the

classical metallic case. InI fact, the response of a metallic cylinder has very similar

features, only with a( different. coefficient, a radius-invaria.nt (infinite) screening

factor aind the transverse polarizablility tLr = 1~'. The screening proI)erties of carbon

nanotubes, reflected in this niodel, are therefore neithe'r metallic nor insulating. This

p)eculiarity is )physically grounded inl the fact that in a graphellne sheet the screening of

Coulonl)b interactions is scale-invariant. For carlbo nalnotubes (as opposed to boron-

initride nianotul)es), this semi-mletallic nature of ir-electrons implies that the screening

factor is finite a.nd radius-invaria.nt. It turns out that this simple nmodel, with two

parameters c = 0.4 and AR = 1L.30A, for transverse response of single-wall CNTs

is extremely accurate and captures all the trendls observed in ab-initio calculations.

For completeness, we mention tha.t a. solid dielectric cylinder of radius R and bulk

dielectric constant c also possesses the right raditus dependenle, wit:h polarizability

c = I I , i2 a uniform inner field and a screening factor Eou,,,t/Ei = (F + 1)/2

independenlt of radius. This picture, however, (loes not correslpond1 to a nanotube,

where the screening is accompllished by a thin layer of electrons.

Generalizing this simple pIicture to multi-wall nIanotubes is difficult without a more

detailed model, because we neeedl to take into account the screening and electrostatic

interactions between layers. ¥We can expect to capture these electrostatic effects by

using a model of several concentric dlielectric cylinders, whose thickness and dielectric.

constant we can a dljust to represent correctly the single-wall response features of



CNTs and BNNTs, and then solving for the alrbitrary N-layer system response. For a.

single classical dielectric cylinder with inner and outer radii R_ and R+ -and dielectric

constant e we have (as a special N=i case of the results derived in Appendix A)

1 i (R - R2 ) (F2 - 1)
1+ + 2 (4.64)
2 R + (2 + 1)2 - 1)2

E,,, (R -R-) (2
Ei--n R.2 (C + 1)2 - R2 (- 1)2

For single-wall BNNTs, fitting the j)polarizability values to expIression (4.64) gives

R+ = RTo + 1.21A where Ro is the radius of the BN backbone, and c = 6.06. This

value for the dielectric constant comes out very close to the exlperimlental value of

6.0 for the isotropic average of the static dielectric constant of hexagonal boron-

nitride [50]. It is reassuring that by fitting only to the first expression (4.64) we

are also able to recover the screening factors very close to the ab-initio numbers

(see Table 4.3). Now that we have the paramneters that describe well the single-wall

tube, we can construct a general multi-layer systemn. Modeling a MWNT amlounts to

solving a linear system of 2N x 2N boulndary-condition equations whose derivation is

presented in Appendix A and inmplemented in Matlabl (see Appendix B). Confirming

the reliability of the model is the fact that when we generalize to nmulti-wall tubes by

adding more layers, we reproduce to within a few percent the ab-initio polarizabilities

and screening factors of multi-wall BNNTs (see Table 4.3).

Response of carbon nanotubes has a qualitatively different radius deplendellce

and we have seen that the infinitesimally thin semi-metallic shell model is extremely

accurate. A simple derivation verifies that this model is exactly the limit of (4.64) an11

(4.65) as one takes the thickness of the tube S = R+ - R_ to zero while maintaining

the condition
6 4c
-= -= const (4.66)
R 1 - 2c

that guarantees that the screening factor renmains independendet of the effective radius

R• = Ro + AR. As an independent verification, fitting the ab-initio results a1I in

Table 4.2 versus Ro for single-wall CNTs to the full expression (4.64) results in a



ver'y tlin shell with 1rad(ius shifte('• by AI ' =-.3 A, with the (orlresplonding values of

( al(ld e (le)pellding oil t ie fit a:ccuracy 1parlic,(te(ls with the ratio rep)r(oducing c (= 0.4

f'rol (4.66). With t hlie exanct solultion of t lie ge•lleral probllem of N concentric dielectric

cylindrical shells inl a ttuniforn fiel(d at oulr disposal, we( can readily extelnd the mIodel

to imtany layers, t-akiitg care il assigning (sitiall) t lickntesses and (large) dielectric

(const a itI 1 ) each layer ac((ordling to the conldition (4.66). Using only the Ibest-fit

paramileters c am( AlP, (carrie(d over f1o0l the single-wall fit. we find an exc(llent

agreeilellt b)etweell this ll(odel a1(d o1ur. alb)-inlitio() restIlts for polarizabilities in tlhe

(ldouble- auitd triple-wall cases (see Table 4.2). The( agreemelnt for the screening factors

is worse, becallse according to (4.63) t hey are very sensitive to even smtall errors inll

tll(e valuies )of (c, silnce its valuie of( 0.4 is iatlhter c(lose t tthe mintallic value of 0.5 for

whlich tIhe screening fact L is infinit e. \Ve conclude that t lle )r'esent semi-leltallic

shell ll(odel (cap.)ttiles all 1th ch(ra((teristics of thle transverse dielecttric respI)onse of

CNTs: a mifiordit ilnner tield, t le (orrect radi us (ldepen(ldence of screening factor and

(i. in SWNTs, anid (t(urate valnties of (t for NlWVNTs. This model( has only two

ind(epel(Ident pltramn1eters c and( Apt, obtal)la ied by fit tiig the computed p)olarizabilit.ies

of SWNTs. Likewise. in the c('ase of BNNTs lite thick (tielect-ric shell model has

ilitdepeld•il iet paramleter;s 6 anid t that are illcolLporated into the general ml(odel of

MWNTs.

It is interest ilg t(o look at how dielect1rici (ulanltities scale with the nullber of

layers iln both iy tye of N IWNTs. a8l(N we (a'l invest igate the tiremlds at no cost using

1ourL simple linutlti-sltell electlrosta lic models. The results are pIlotte(l in Figs. 4-15

4-18. XV notice t hati for CNTs by far t he largest confitribution to the tlransverse

)polariza)ility (conll•es flon 1 t e out or few layers, and. ilnter layers play a negligib)le role

dlu(' to at c(tiltiltationl of, thl eir slaller ralii nu1(l the strlong screening dlule to )the ouiter

ilyers. 'I'lle tott;la s(creelliig fact.olr is exonllential in ille nuntllber of layers, with just

6 Ilayers eintougli to sCL-te(l the outsi(de fielhl 1by a fait or f ()00. In BNNTs, on() the

otlher ]llhandl, screentinlg (ldue to larger tlubes is weak, so the largest colitriibtutioin to the

s(creeling fact ( (mlies l fr t Ie illerloist layers. Also, all layers contril )ibte liiore

ev(elly to tlie t ofta 1.ratsveirs'e l)(arizability.
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Figure 4-15: Transverse polarizability of a carbon MWNT of radius 100A versus the

number of inner layers, as predicted by our electrostatic model. The outer few layers

strongly dominate the transverse response.
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Figure 4-16: Transverse polarizability of a boron-nitride MWNT of radius

the number of inner layers, as predicted by our electrostatic model.
100A versus

' ' '[.
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Figure 4-17: Screening factors in a, carbon MWNT of outer radius 100A versus the
number of nanotlube layers, as predicted by our electrostatic model. The vertical axis
is on the log scafle, so screening is exponential in the nulmber of layers.
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Figure 4-18: Screening factors of a boron-nitride MWNT of outer radius 100A versus
the numlber of inner layers, as predicted by our electrostatic model. The innermost
layers contribulte more to the transverse response.
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Before colclllling, we canii apply thie altowe tliscussionll to l1e q(lluestioll of validiitV

of l)ond polarizal)ility mno(tels ill (calc•llatilig Inanotllube p)olariza.l ilities. SiIchil models

are widely used for cstimarting Batanm intensities [4]. In the case of naintolil l es, th(e

intensity of the radia.l )breathilng Mllo(le is relat t(M tthe derivativ e DOi)(,rL/ andl is

a very illmportalit tool in determiniing a nanotlltb's chiralnity experiientcally. 3ond(1

polarizability models a;ssiline a local narture of dielectric response. Such a no(ldel has

beenl lsed for I3NNTs [51] byI treat.ing tlhie inallotl11ul) as a collectio.l of Ipola.rizab )le

sites a1nd taking into accolunt. (lepolarizing fields in a classical way. Such a m(let.ho(

will certainly fail for CNTs 1because of thIle scale-inv'aria nce( of the rcslp)nse an1d 11The

delocalized iiatlure of the (ldominaint 7--cle(t iroils, i.e. oiie ca{niot get the correct ra(lius

depend(lence b)y assigning a oionst an1t p)(olarizability to loca1 sites ill a carbon naniotiibe.

4.3.4 Nanotube bundles

Periodic b)oun(lary conditiolls allow its 1(o e('sily eXalili, th1(le b)1.1k (lielectric reso)()se

of homnogeneous nanotub le b)un(lles [52]. We coniut and 11 of triaigular a.(1

square arrays with inter-tbl)e separation of L=3.4A [53]. TheF resulting values otf E!

accurately match Ithose coni;pulied from ()oI1 of isolated nalinotiub)s u[sing (4.54), witth

the L flta(or a(djus t(do ,o the cross-sectional area of the unli it cel of lthe lb•uldle. We

recognize again the additive property of t hi' loI.lgit linalil responlse. The ad(ldli-it.y of

(VII again follows from 1the lack of elect-riost atic illteraction b1)etwee na llotulbles in t lhe

longitudinal direction. In contlrast, transverse respolise of )iuall(les dlepend(ls strongly

oni the int.er-tlubel separation L. The t ransverse dielect ric tenisor a(t small L may

have sizeable ainisotropic and off-tiagolnal colt rii ions thIa.at depl•en1d e1n thie conllni ed

pIoint-groupll syim etry of thl (e 11nan1t11f il)' anld 1e(l latt1ice. Ev'en thllolgh thel ex)perillnellI al

relevance of simulatio)ns of l)erfectly ummiformi periodic lm1ot lol1 tcnl)del les is liinited,

it. is still useful to ()m(derstan(l tIhe syvilnet('ry issues tIhat arise ill ijl(erplreling such



calculations. The dielectric tensor of a, bundle can be generally represented as

-6- -Y ( (4.67)

where 6:,:y = ayI, due to tinme-reversal synnetry. The three independent transverse

colllI)mponents ob)ey the following rules: (I) F.,,y = 0 if the colmbl)ined. nanotube and lattice

systemn has a mirror syinlnetry in the x: - y plane, and (II) r,v = 0 and .,, = e y, if

there is a rotiation symmentry. For examllle, a triangular bundle of (9,0) nanotubes

will always satisfy (II) for any relative orientation of the nlanotulle and the lattice,

so the (lielectric tensor is diagonal; onil the other hand, a. square array of (9,0()) tubes

will only satisfy (1) for a, particular orientation of the tube on the lattice. Similarly, a

(12,12) nanotube will always satisfy (11) on both trigonal and square lattices because

it is collpatible with )0both rotation symnmnetries. It should be mentioned that chiral

nallotub)es have much lower sylnllltry and off-diagonal components will often be

ionl-zero in the dielectric tensor.

In the limit of infinite L condition (II) is saktisfied, so the symlietry-dependent

effects vanish. In fact, these symmetry contributions, arising fromll nultipole interac-

tions, vanish more quickly with L than tihe dipole depIolarization effects and 1do not

affect our isolated nanotube calculations. For L > 10 A the symmnetry contributions

are negligible and we can treat t;he nanotubes as structure-less dipoles and apply the

correction (6.22) as describedl in Sec. 6.2.

4.3.5 Linearity of the response

In comiputing the transverse polarizabilities, the finite-field approach is also used to

determnilne the rantlge of fields for which the tranlsverse dielectric response is linear.

The (5, 5) ..n()otube exhibits a highly linear response with the same polariza.bility

coefficient to withill 3 significant digits for field mlagnitulldes of 0.05, 0.5, 5 V/nm,

the last; one being greater than the expl)rimnentally attainablle value. This implies
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Figure 4-19: Electrostatic potential for a (10,10) SWNT in an applied homniogeneous

transverse field Eo,,,. The electric field through the center slice is shown in the inset.

that our electrostatic shell miodel of transverse response remains valid in tile regime

of large applied fields. To study the linearity of longitudinal response, we minimnize

directly the electric-enthalipy functional [49] to introduce a finite longitudinal field

while preserving periodic-boundary conditions. We find that the longitudinal response,

of the (8,0) nanotube beconmes nonlinear by only 5% at Eli=0.5 V/nnm. Nonlinearity

is in fact suppressed because zigzag and armchair (non-chiral) nanotubes are center-

symmetric, so the first hyper-polarizability /3 vanishes by symlnetry [12]. To estimate

the second hyper-polarizability q we compute polarizations at several values of the

field, and fit the result to the expression P = allE + 7YI E. We obtain oai = 106 A2

(in agreement with the DFPT result in Table 4.2) and 71, = 3.1 x 107 in atomic units.

4.4 Separation and alignment of nanotubes

Knowledge of the transverse and longitudinal polarizabilities of nanotubes allows us

to understand what happens when nanotubes are subjected to clectric fields ill exper-

iments [54]. Let us first consider the torque on a nainotul)e attached to a substrate in

a uniform electric field (see Fig. 4-19). A nanotube of length 1 at an angle 0 to the

1



field E experiences a tor(lue

7 = p x E = i l ((a1 - VrL) E2 sin 0 cos 0. (4.68)

The longitudinal and transverse polarizaibilities coomI)ete with each other and deter-

1mine the sign of the torque, bult our results imnply that (vll > vi in all carbon nan-

otubes, muich more so in metallic and sinall-gap semniconducting carbon1 nanotubes.

Indeed, for all carbolon nanotubes aoI < {R" whereas for la.rge-gap carbon SWNTs

S8.2Rp, and for carbon MWNTs avl is additive while the total (VL is always

less than the stun of the individual polarizabilities. Thus, all CNTs will align with

the electric field, but by tuning the value of the field during CVD growth it may

be possible to selectively grow highly polarizable (e.g. mini-gap and a metallic) tubes,

while large-gap semiconducting tubes may not feel enough torque to align. Moreover,

arlnchair nanotubes have a finite density of states which should make the metallic

ellipsoid model of Appendix C applicable, so a'11 should increase quadratically with

length, thus maklting long metallic nahnotullbs even more sensitive to aligning fields.

Comparing Figs 4-8 a.nd. 4-10 we see tha.t longitludlinal polarizabilities of single-wall

boron-nitride nanotubes are also always greater than the transverse polarizabilities

and that both depend linearly on the radius. Taking into account the fact that

longitudinal polarizabilities are additive while transverse polariztabilities are not, we

theref'ore predict that all nmulti-wall boron-nitride nanottubes will also align along

the direction of the appI)lied electric field. We are not aware of any experiments on

alignment of BNNTs in electric fields. Since the torque will depend strongly on the

ra1dius, one canl visualize a possibility of separating BNNTs by diamneter by varying

lthe strength of the applied field during growth.

There have also been atteml)ts to separate semnicond(hcting and metallic carbon

nanlotul)es in sohlution using inhoulogeneous electric fields [8, 7]. A polarized nanotube

aligned with the field will be pulled in the direction of or against the field gradient,

depending on its effective dielectric constant ElI relative to that of the solvent s,,,



according to the formulai

FI- = lRI(eL - r)VE . (4.69)

Assuming no solveint. inside thle nIllotl)ie., alld a)Ipproximiat ing it by) a solid dielectric

cylinder of radius Ri , we obt ain folom our values of ( an ,ffecl iv e1e = 1+4oj /R2 ' 30

for large-gap sclliconlduct ing SWNTls a111 ob)viously ilmuch larger values for sima1ll-

gap and( metallic tubes. This result is consistent with findinggs thaIt only metallic

SWNTs are observed to be depl)osilt el on the electrodes, in water (C = (), whereas

all nanlotubl•es are drawn towardts t1h(e ele•t rodes in isoproplyl alcohol (C• - 18). 13y

varying the relative conicentrations of these two solvent s one mIay also increase the

(legree of control over the se(paratio(n p)rocess.





Chapter 5

Calculation of Luttinger liquid

parameters in carbon nanotubes

5.1 Introduction

Materials of greatlyv redluced dimension oftciin (lehave in qualitatlivat ly different ways

from tlheir imacroscopic coullite erpartrs, aild we saw examil)les of tihat in ChaIplter 4.

Electronic properties of co( nonl con(ductors are u sually described well 1)y the Fermi-

liquid theory pionieered 1)y Landau [55]. It )postulates that inl tHle interactillg gas

of electrons t he( excitatliolls at energies close to the Fcrilni (ilergy are lolig-lived and

behave similarly to the non-int-cera(llillg c(ldccltrons. This gives rise .t lihe fallilia.r

(lluasipartichl picture. Fermion svysteins iin one dimension have featlres that are very

different from those ill higher (timncllsionls. This is because t1he plhlse-slpace fo inter-

particle scattering is reduced, anid the ol(e-dilinl(lsiolnal Ferimi surface consist s of two

discrete points, while in higher dimensions it is usulally co(llinlollos. St llarting with the

work by Tonnonaga in 1950 ()[56] and la.ter by Luttingger [57], it has becouiie clear llhat

the electroll-electron ilteraction in 1LD (lestroys the shlarJ) Feriii surface (see Fig. 5-1)

and leads to the b)reakdown of the usual Fermi liquid theory a.nd the llquasiparticle

descrip)tion. This break(downil is siglnalc( bIy a va. ishing (qu asiparticle weight Z a mIl

conse(lquently the al)slence of the (llam.siparticle pole in the sp)ect.ral funlction in the

presencce of arbitrarily weak ilntractions.
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Figure 5-1: Momentum distribution function. Dotted line represents free electron
gas. Red line represents the Fermi liquid, essentially similar to the free gas: the
distribution still has a discontinuity at kF but with a reduced amplitude Z < 1. Blue
line represents the Luttinger liquid, where quasiparticles are unstable excitations.

The description of low-energy properties of gapless 1D quantum systems is based

on the Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) model, that is important because it is exactly solv-

able in the case of a linear fermnion dispersion. In the TL model, the low-energy ex-

citations are collective modes, involving correlated motion of many electrons, rather

than the quasiparticle-like excitations found in conventional three-dimensional met-

als. This has profound effects on many properties of the system. One example is

the single-particle density of states, a quantity that is used to predict the results of

experiments when an electron is suddenly added to or removed from the system. For

a three-dimensional metal, the density of states is expected to be nearly constant near

the Fermi level. In contrast, in the TL model this addition or removal becomes diffi-

cult for electrons near the Fermi level, because it requires a complex rearrangement

of all the other electrons in the system. As a result, the density of states approaches

zero at the Fermi level, following a power law with an exponent that depends on

the strength of the interactions in the one-dimensional liquid. These interactions are

conventionally parameterized by a dimensionless constant g, ranging between zero

and one for repulsive interactions.



As plroposed inll a seminial work by Haldiane [58], the low-energy physics of the

Tornonaga,-Luttilger model is generic for int eracting ferniions in on•e (lilllension withI

repulsive interactions. Haldane dceln(istratedl the correction terimns replresenltiing inon-

linearity of the fermiioll dislpersion can he added to tie origilnal imodel, and they give

rise to interact1ions between the elentcllary excit-at-ions, lIhe b1osonic 'collective tiodes,

but these interactions b)ecomc weakcr at lower energies. llaldane coined the iname

"LItttinger liquid" (LL) to reflect the idlea thIa.t sulch systemns have a low-energy sl)pec-

trumn similar to the Toonaga-Luttinger niodel spelctr, a sit uation that resenlbles

the relat.ion between thel Ferrmi liquil ltheory 1an(d (the exac tly solvable illodecl of th le

free Fermi gas, on which it is based(. Thie pIrecise agree•lnent bletween ti.l(e pr'edlicltiorns

of the Luttiinger liquid pictl u are an•l a wide variety of classes of iod(lel sysl ems, )both

continun1um and on the ID lattice, p)roxvide strong evidlenlce for the iuniversality of the

Luttinger liquid descrilption (see [59] for review). UnivcrsalitYy lmeans that th le p)hysi-

ca(l properties do not depIend oil details of the imoldel, the intecract)ionll p1)otltial, etlc.,

)uit instea.d are only characterized by a few parameilters (critical ('exllentls). In thle

language of the renorimialization group, the TL niodel lHamiltonian is the low-energy

fixed point for a large class of olle-dlimensional inlteracting ferrnioni systems. Like the

Fermni liquid theory, LL theory call be use( t() rclateic low-itcmiperatilre, low-fren('le(y,

long-wavelength prop)crties to a small nmbmi111er of p"ara('t.icrs in whliclh the micr)osopic

physics of particular systemns is cncoodedl. To) this date there is no t heoret ical nilodel

counter-examplj)le where a. gal)less 1D iiteracting ferinio()l system (loes lot: exhil)it fea.-

tures expected of the Luttinger liquid. This is makes thie Tomionaga.-Lulctinger model

a very useful tool, since one can calculat(e exactly the asyip)t otic low-energy limit s of

various correlation functions of complicat ed( moioel systeils. O()ne caln thn uese tlhcsce

correlation functions to mllake p)redictions and comIpa're thenm with those of th' Fernmi

liquid theory, as a way to diagn(ose non-Fermli liquid behavior.

Interest in LL lilquids Ims escalaltdl ill r(eceit years andt n111cinerouls experilmemnt s to

p)rolbe this )elhavior hliv bccn pl)erfoirm nd ot a variety of olle-dlilnellmsi)iial systeiiis,

including q(ulalnt:mnn Hall edlge systems [60, (il], selnticonll(lctor (qllnuilti wire(s [62],

and organlic con(luctors [63]. Armnclhir carn)o S\WNTs ill particular lmve proved( to



be all excellent one-diiensional system, b)ecause electrons are able to travel large

(listances in tlhemn without scattering. There are several reasons to expect that the

Luttinger liquid is a good descri)tion (of metallic nanotubes. First, they have a very

linear gapless spectrumi near the Fermi energy; and second, the energy separating the

lowest subbands from the higher ones is large, albout leV (see Fig. 3-7). Therefore,

these systems are expected to exhibit Luttinger liquid correlations for a, very wide

range of teml)eraturll es [64, 65]. Technically, the above statements are true also for

zigzag nanotubes at the levels of doping such that the bands are linear. By attaching

leads to a tule, electrons can be illjected into it to probe the single-particle spectral

function. In such experimnents, LL behavior should lalpear as a power-law dependence

of the nalnotube co(ndulctance on the appllied voltage or temperature

G(T) , T/ e7V < k8 T (5.1)

dI/dV - V leV" > k13T (5.2)

Iland there are several exl)erimental confirmations of this behavior [66, 67]. As an

independellnt verification, the photoemnission experiments of Ishii et al [68] also show

that the photoemnission spectrunm follows a pIower law in energy, as expected froml the

TL inmolel. In addition, real-space STM imaging of singe-wall CNTs [69] provides

convincing direct evidence of Luttillger liquid behavior.

In practice, transpo)()rt measurements nlcessarily require several noni-ideal contacts,

which potentially complicates the interp)retation of the (lata. It is in general very

difficult to conlluct a clean experiment, where the substrate and contact effects are

known and under control. Consistency of tempIerature and voltage exponents is often

suspect, and there is also some controversy about ti.lle role of disor(ler in long tul)es in

originating the condu(ctance i)ower laws [70]. For these reasons it would be very useful

to 1)e al)le to ca.lcullatl.e from ab-initio the LL exponents for realistic systems, to help

interp)ret exl)perimeintal evidence and verify that a given ex)perimental setupI exhibits

p)ower-law exponents that agree with the Luttinger liquid theory. It is the goal of this

chapter to develolI such methods and to apply theim to armchair single-wall carbon



nanotubes.

5.2 The Luttinger liquid

Following the conventional Luttinger liquid (LL) theory [71], we consider in this

section a simple model: a. 1D conductor containing spilless right- alnd left-moving

electrons. In the Tononaoga-Luttingcr model, the free-clectron dispersion is assumled

to be linear ELa = ±vFk around two Fermi points ±k1 , and a local electron-clectron

interaction is parameterized by the dimensionless colll)ling constaInts g2 and g4. The

model Hamiltonian HTL = -ikin + jint, is

Hkin L) -di() () (5.3)

Hi,,t = wv1,1 dx: [g4 (p,() + p,(x)) + 2y2•,(X) P(:c)] (5.4)

Here '~;L() (0a,.?(x)) is the field operator for left-mloving (right-movig) formnions sa.t-
isfying the a.nti-comnmutation relationis W{(:rx), ',,(x')} = ,,,6(x -x') ((., o' = L, 1?);

p(,(x5) = 1'(x),-0(x) are the density operators for left- and right-movers. Note that

we are not including backward and unnklapp scalttering in the model. The total lmm-

ber of left (right) moving electrons is a good quantum number, so all excitations are

electron-hole-like and hence have b1osonic chairacter.

It is convenient to write the Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic fields. In the hydro-

dynamic limit of slow spatial varia.tion, the electron density PL/R(:r) can be expressed

in terms of derivative fields VpL/R(x):

1 1
PL(:) := 2-V L(), : I(x) := --- Vpn(r). (5.5)

2w 2w

Here : PL/• := PL.RE - (01PL,JRj0) denotes the fernmion normal-ordering with respect to

the Fermi sea 10) to a,void infinities due to a.n iinfinite number of occupied states. The
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Figure 5-2: Single particle excitation in ID induced by a photon (a) splits into an
excitation containing only a charge degree of freedom and another one with spin (b).

fields 'OL,R(X) satisfy the following commutation relations [72]

[LL/IR(), uLR(X')] = ' i7sigln(x - X'), (5.6)

Let us now define

0(X) I [1L(X) - )1
1(z) [ýOL(X) + ýOR(X)],,/4,r (5.7)

where #(x) is a density variable and O(x) is the conjugate phase variable [73]. Then

one obtains

HTI, = 2 dx (YI2 ()
1

S--
9

(V(x)')2) (5.8)

The Hamiltonian (5.8) describes a set of harmonic oscillators, where O(x) and the

conjugate momentum II(x) = V0(x) satisfy the commutation relations of conven-

tional canonically conjugate operators: [(:x), II(x')] = i6(x - x'). The renormalized
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[ýP(:X:), cn(X')] = 0.



velocity II and the LL paramlllletr yg are given by the equations

( . - (t 5.)

The dimiensionless paramiieter q is a lmecasure of the streingth of the elec•ctl., i-clectron

interactions and it plays a central role in the LL Iheory. The noninteract ing value of

g (i.e., for 92 = 0) is 1, an1d for repulsive intteractions (92 > 0) y is less thali 1. The

outconime of this transformat ion is that the 1 Inmilt onian remains (qluadra.tic iin 1lie the

)presence of int eractions, and(l we cal solve it exactly at any ilnteraction. The physics

of such a systemi is descril)ed b)y frec( bosoniic cxciti at ions. If we had( (consi(dered also()

the spin degreec of frecdolm, we woui(ld have obtained a. co' plet e separation ( )btwe(ll

the charge aind spin degrees of freedom, with the two typcs of excit atiolns )rol)aga;ting

independently with different renoriimalized velociti(s u. This phc)lenol'non is known.

as spiin-charge separation (scc clartoonll ill Fig.5-2).

The TL model we have considlered is ch'aracte('rize(I1 by an lillear (isplersion relat ioll

and the electron-electron int craction is ilited(l to forward scattecring only. It was

shown b)y Halda.ne that unnkl)app and(l 1acksca.t.t erillg processes, as well as addlitionalll

terms for ni)ore general illod(lls arisitlg froml b)and curvatl uire arei irreleva.nit a.ld vanish in

the low-eniergy limit [58]. As in the Landau Ferlmi liquid, a ftw para.limet crs ( comlplet;cly

deterlninc thme low-eniiergy physics: the charge degreecs of frecdom are ldescribe(d by the

plasnion velocity u and the die(nicisionless p)arainet.er q. All correlation fmictions in

the charge sector are uniquely (deterirmined by these two p)a.ramieters. (In the al)sen(1c

of a mnagnetic field, the ground statc is spill-rotat(io)nally invariant aiL(l we caln ignore

spin degrees of freedomi). The momnent.mn (listribl)tion fulnctionl exhib)its l s power-law

singularity at the Fermi level with expontent o' = (g + -' - 2)/4 for aniiy nonvanishing

interaction [7-1]. The ninoin('iintmn (list ribultion fiutctioni (Fig.5-1) niear 1. o)cys a

power law

I,,(k:)- ,(4.) | k1X·, : 1" (5.-o)
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The single-particle density of states has the form

N(w) ~ |W (5.11)

inll the low-ellergy limit.

5.3 DFT approach to parameter calculation

In the TL model the dellsity-densit4y correlation function for x: >v a is

S 2 (c2y
(p(x)p(O)) = 2 -- cos(2k!,x) (5.12)

2w2xj2  (2wa) 'T

where ( serves as as short-distance cut-off [71.]. The first termi of the correlation

is Fermi liquid like; it d ecays as a free fermnion correlation as 1/9' with amplitude

reinormalized bly the interaction. The second term, however, behaves as a power law

with an expIonent that dependls on the inlteractions, whereas in a Fermi liquid that

exponlent would have been 2. This second termi is very sensitive to the long-range

non-local correlatio<n effects that are not described well within DFT, and this power-

law decay envelope should be very difficult to access iii our calculations. Thus it

slhould not be exlpected that a first-principles calculation can in practice detect the

manifestations of the Luttinger liquid in a one-dilmmensional system. Another reason

is that the approximate exchange-correlation kernels of DFT are tuned to mimic the

three-dimensional interacting Fermi gas.

We will take a diffterent route in using first-pIrincilples calculations to study Liut-

tinger liquids in ID systems. Motivaited by Haldane's work and recent experiments,

we can assume that the TL model is the true low-energy effective theory for metal-

lic carbon nrlanotulbes and use first-1principles calculations to estimate the mnodel's

lpara.meters that deplend on the mnicroscopic details of the interacting system. Philo-

so)phically speaking, we can view the DFT Hamiltonian of an armchair nanotube as

yet: anothler interacting 1D tmodoel systen whose low-energy properties arc described

by the Luttinger liquid moldel.
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The total energy of the system within DFT contains the coulolmb interaction a.nd

exchange-correlation contrilbutions, while charge density serves as the fundanmental

quantity il the theory. Since these two quanltities are rea.dily available and are known

to be quite accurate in DFT, it is natural to look for a. way to probe the strength

of interactions using the fornmalism of the density-density linear response discussed

in Sec. 4.1. It turns out that one can use the compIressibility of the system, which

is related to the long-wavelength limit of the response function (4.23), to estinmate

the interaction paramleter g (see [59] and [71] for a. full review), and we will adapt

this approach to the framework of DFT calculations. Let us specialize to the case of

simple density-density interaction so that 92 = g4 a11 nd = v1./g. In the 1ontiiumnl

limit, the slowly-varying q - () part of the charge density is given by

p(::) = p?(:C) + p,(::) = (:) (5.13)
7F"

and the average density is simply

1 1
S= -1 dx: (p(1:)) = (p,(:.,) + PL()) = - (VO:ro)) (5.14)

L 7-

since the average is independent of the point :xo. We want to see what the effect is

of varying this average density on the energy. A uniform chemical potential adds a.

term in the Hamiltonia.n, which in the •osonl representation looks like

-it dx p(x) It/ dx V4(:x) (5.15)

We call aclbsorb this term in the Haimiltonian (5.8) by shifting the field d to

71 = +I-, (5.16)
UL
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The full compressibility of the system is thus

1 On 1 ) (p(:ro)) 1 9 (Vk(:o))

= -= = Ko (5.17)

which imlp1)lies t, lhat the free electron gas comlpressibility Ko is renormnalized by the

interaction. The interaction laramnet.er g is thus related to the exact compressibility

of the system, a thermodynamic observable which we have direct access to with DFT

calculations via
,0-E 7r'11F,2 E= (5.18)
UnO'2  y92

where E is the total energy per unit length, and we are assuming one branch of

spin-less fermions.

In or(ler to find 9 we need to know the Fermi velocity, which is the second defining

parameter of the TL model. It is related( to the non-interacting single-particle density

of states
(0= / [92 o (5.19)

We can turn off interactions in calculating this derivative by simply not allowing the

Kohn-Shamn orbitals to rearrange after the charge density is added. Using the band

structure of the neutral system, we can thus identify the slope of the highest occupied

KS eigenvalue e/i)/:k as the Fermi velocity vo of the non-interacting fermion system

in the TL Hamiltonian (5.3).

Up to now we considered only contact interactions with coupling constants Yg =

94, but in a real material we need to deal with long-range coulomb reIpulsion. The

derivation above is readily generalized and the Hamiltonian interactioll term becomes

l j1 1Hit = d:. d: V(:,- :,')p(:)p(:') = ) V(q)p(q)4(-q) = 7 V(q)q (q)(q)

(5.20)
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The full Janmiltomian (5.8) is still quIa(dratic and calln he wriltell as

Hr, = W (q)tI*(q)I(q) + ( (q)5(q) (5.21)

where

1 2V(q)= 1 + (q) (5.22)g (q)2 Ttryll

u(q) = v/,y(q)

If V(X) has a finite fourier transforim for q --+ () then the Luttiinger al)alnineters ,tend(

to a. constant. The a.sympltotic lbehavior of the system, is tIhus ident.ical to t lhe oiie

with a local inlteraction whose st.rengtll is I(q = 0). On the other hand, if V(.) is

sufficiently long-range that the f lourier tiansforin at q --- (diverges (c.g. colulolul

interaction in D (4.39))., then this implies an infinitely strong coupling l(q) --+ 0.

Every physical 1D system, however, possesses a, long-distance( cutoff that depenilds

on its enlvironment, and in thc case of t hi( long-range lbare coulloilm inlt eraction this

iss5ue can cither b)e solvel by int ro(hucing a fini "e lengtII 1, or it. calnl be ar(lh'esse(l with

electrostatics if there is a•• cxt.eriial source of sc.reInilig. The specifics of (tle syst, l(li

of interest will deter•11ine1 whicll cut-off schlieiii is more physical. :For instlamiee. if a.

inetallic gate is at a distanice, /I 10inii from a miiicro'n-long linanotu1i)e, tihe int.eraction

will be screenedl at the listaicc h (see Fig. 5-3). If we tnake the long-dist ance ciutiof

q = 27/L withIi L= miiin{h, } the result is

1= + __ In (5.23)

where we have used(1 i"(q) - -2 ln(qt?), a fact or of 2 from tvo )an.dls. and anoth(er

one from sIpin (lgenieracv.

So far all estiimates of the LL Ipara.mieters of isolate(l piristine carb )Oin nanot•lubes in

litera.tlure have bee.n (llnce within the RIPA, i.e. neiglectlilng exchange-correlati•ion i.ter-

actions and assuming tlhat the low-energy d(escription is given 1)Vy (5.21), muuotivatced

by the universality of the LL (descril)ption of D inteeracting systeniis [65, 74]. The p)re-
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Figure 5-3: Typical experimental setup with a nanotube of radius R suspended above
an infinite metallic gate distance h away.

scription is to use expression (5.23) with R being the radius of the nanotube and vtf

the Fermi velocity of graphene. There is a subtlety, however, in that even though the

irrelevant (in the renormalization group sense) features, such as backscattering and

b)and curvature, have vanishing effects in the low-energy limit, the effective interac-

tion V(q) gets renormalized along the way that is in general difficult to estimate. It is

still reasonable to expect that the simple RPA estimate of g is accurate because the

situation in armchair nanotubes is rather favorable: The bands are highly linear and

it has been shown that the backscattering interactions become weaker with increasing

diameter [74, 64]. On the other hand, the short-distance scale R enters as an input

parameter into the estimate, and it completely ignores the renormalizing influence of

various short-wavelength effects that are integrated out. Also, various environmental

factors, such as transverse electric fields or the composition of the substrate, affect the

values of vF, and g in ways that depend on microscopic details, and there is no easy

way to accurately incorporate them into the estimate (5.23). In contrast, a direct

computation of the compressibility from first-principles would offer a powerful way of

controlling and studying these microscopic effects on the interaction parameters.

The prescription for tile DFT calculation is as follows. The non-interacting com-

pressibility is obtained from the slope of the bands at tile Fermi energy. The inter-

acting compressibility (5.18) is computed with finite differences by adding a small

amount of charge to the system and re-calculating the total energy self-consistently
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with the new density. Finally, the ratio of the two comllpiressibilities yields the value

of g according to (5.17). In calculating the interacting colmpressibility, we must as-

sunme some physical snmall-q cut-off scheme in order to obtain [finite results. We will

enmploy electrostatic screening as a. way to cut off the long-ranllge interactions a.1nd we

will first consider a lnanotube in vacww1uuml separated bly dlista nce h from a, metallic gate

(i.e. 2h fromn its mirror image). The full compressibility of this system is related to

the capacitance per unit length. Recalling now the compIressibility sum rule (4.22) in

linear response formalism, we can ana logously separate this value into two parts

02E 1 1 1 2h. 12  - - = 2 In + O(R/2h) + (5.24)
n2 C 0 Id R C

where the first term 1/C,,: = -v, coiles from the electrostatic geometry (Hartree

contribution) and the screened contribution 1/C is intrinsic to the nanotube and

is independent of 2h/iR. It includes the non-interacting kinetic energy effects aind

exchange-correlation contributions and thus is independent of the precise way the

long-range screening is set up. This term is often referred to as the quantum capac-

itance. We can absorb it into the logarithm by introducing a reinorimalized length

scale A which will contain all mic.roscopic details of the system:

82E = 211 (2h/iA) 
(5.25)

It is readily seen that if wce approximate the screened quantum capacitance tern by

the non-interacting value given by the density of states C - Co) = v(0) = 4/rvt,,, we

recover exactly the RPA expression for the Luttinger paranmceter g:

1 Co I /Ct, + i/C 8 2hI- -- C( 1=6(. + I +- 8 In hi -(5.20)
. C 1/mF (2)

A system consisting of a, nlanotube and aln infinite metallic gate is not particullarly

easy to implement in first-principles calculations, although it is straight formward using

the method described in Sec. 6.1 a1nd is currently a. work in progress. Fortunately,

there is in fa.ct a more convenient way to electrostatically cut off the long-riange
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Figure 5-4: The inverse capacitance of a periodic array of (10,10) nanotubes as a
function of the lattice spacing L on a log scale. The trend deviates slightly from
logarithmic at small separations due to proximity effects.

interaction in DFT calculations that is equivalent at large separations. The idea is to

use periodic boundary conditions to our advantage. We place a nanotube in a unit

cell of transverse size L and put a small amount of charge on it. Periodic boundary

conditions require overall charge neutrality, so a positive uniform background of the

same total charge is added in the unit cell. Another way to say it is that the bare

coulomb potential between the electrons in a nanotube is screened by the presence of
other electrons in the image tubes. We can then either compute the second derivative

of the total energy with respect to the average charge or, equivalently, we can use
Janak's theorem [26] and compute the first derivative of the Fermi energy with respect
to the occupation of the highest energy level.

02E OFn2  = --- (5.27)

The results for a (10,10) nanotube are plotted in Fig. 5-4. The logarithmic depen-
dence on the inter-tube distance L is expected from the classical electrostatic energy

per unit length of a periodic 2D array of line charges immersed in compensating
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jellium to be

E(n)= n21i (AL) (5.28)

where the universal Madelung parameter in In 2 = 1.31053 for 2D square lattices

[75]. The deviation fr'om the logarithmlic trend at small separations is due to the

proximity effects between the tubes that scale to zero a.s O(R/L). This deviation is

just the second term of the energy expansion of the periodic system (6.7), and we

can remove it using the 2D PCC method discussed in Sec. 6.2. Alternatively we can

extrapolate the asymptotic logaprithnmic trend. For example, fitting our calculations

for a (10,10) nanotube at different values of L we get

On 1.98 In(L/47.9) (5.29)

The prefactor is close to 2, as expected from electrostatics, aund the constant shift

determines the value of the microscopic length scale A for this particular nanotube.

Since A includes the geometric part we should find a. linear depelldence on the radius

Ro, and that is precisely the case as shown in Fig. 5-5. A fit to this line for several

armchair nanotube of different radii yields

A _ 0.85(Ro + 1.25) A (5.30)

The dimensionless prefa~ctor represents the contrilbution of the qualllntlln (screened)

capalcitance while the additive shift of the radius simply means that the effective

electrostatic geometric radius of a, nanotube is larger than the radilus Ro of the carbon

backbone. We have. in fact already reached the same conclusion earlier in Sec. 4.3.2

where we obtained f = R(I + 1.30A. We can estimante the prefactor in the R.PA using

(5.26), neglecting the exchange-correlation effects:

1 1 1. L (r
±- e = 2 In + , (5.31)
C Ccl Co 72N 8

which yields the value for the prefactor of 0.87 that is very (close to the aMb-initio
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Figure 5-5: Microscopic length scale A as determined from our calculations for nan-
otubes of different sizes.

result. This means that in the case of undoped armchair nanotubes, the kinetic

energy contribution to the compressibility noticeably reduces the the value of g from

the geometric value, while the exchange-correlation contribution further reduces g

by a very small amount. A complete discussion of the dependence of these relative

contributions on the carrier density will be given in an upcoming publication.

The long-range logarithmic dependence on separation (either 2h or L) in both

gated and periodic systems is the same, while the short-distance length parameter A

does not depend on the details of the long-wavelength cut-off scheme. Therefore, we

can estimate the value of g for a given experimental setup once we know the screening

length and the details of the structure of the nanotube and the substrate. At smaller

separations the two approaches may differ due to proximity effects, and in those

experimental situations it may be better to use the more physically realistic cut-off

scheme of a metallic plate. We have developed an efficient method of calculation of

charged objects near metallic gates (see Chap. 6). The implementation is in progress,
and after it is completed it would be interesting to compare the results of both

methods. Finally, let us compare the results of our calculations with experiments.
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Figure 5-6: Luttinger liquid interaction parameter g a.s a function of the dimensionless
ratio of two length scales. Here we set vF= 0.36 a.u= 8 x 105 m/s.

From (5.18) we know how the interaction parameter scales

g - ( n)( (5.32)

where ( is a dimensionless ratio of length scales, e.g. 2h,/A or L/7y2A. This scal-

ing, shown on Fig. 5-6, is independent of the approximation used (RPA or DFT).

The goal of the DFT calculation is to estimate as closely as possible this ratio (

of the microscopic and the long-range screening length scales that correspond to a

given experimental setup. With DFT we can study very accurately the microscopic

details intrinsic to the nanotube (effective electrostatic radius, exchange-correlation

contributions, band nonlinearity, chirality), but the screening length must come from

the knowledge of the experimental details (nanotube length, distance from the gate).

From the scaling we estimate roughly that for most experiments so far, g should vary

from 0.15 to 0.3, which is consistent with observations and implies that interactions

can be very strong in these systems.

There are several potential practical applications of our a,pproach. First, by repli-

eating as closely as possible the experimental setup in an ab-initio calculation and

comparing the calculated values of g, one can indirectly confirm that the observed
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power laws originate from LL physics. Alternatively, if one is sure that the Luttinger

picture correctly describes the physics of nanotubes, then the discrepancies in cal-

culated a1nd1 observed values of g may indicate the prese('nce of unexpected screening

meclihanisms or (lisorder atd l llow a. way to study them.
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Chapter 6

Electrostatic corrections in

periodic boundary conditions

Density functional theory has beconlle a, very illportant tool in recent years for study-

ing a wide range of systems on the qualntiun atomic level. The majority of these

calculations are done with pIseudopotentials in a planllewave basis set. There are sev-

eral reasons why this ba,sis set is p1referable. For a crystalline solid the p)lanewave

expansion is the most natural choice because it has periodicity in all three (liien-

sions and provides a way to avoid finite-size edlgc effects. The basis set is independent

of ionic positions and thus (lescribes any inhomnogencous system in a consistent uni-

form way, with an accuracy that is easily controlled lby the I)lanlewave cutoff energy.

In addition, there are very efficient numerical FFT techniques that allow for favorable

scaling of such calculations as O(N,IN,,,PV), where N, is the number of electrons and

N,,,, is the number of planewave ba~sis elements.

However, the 3D Bloch theorem cannot be applied to a periodic system which

contains a single defect or a low-dimensional system that lacks periodicity in one or

more dimensions, like an isolated slab or a tube,. Although the pla.ne-wave basis would

be discrete in the l)eriodic (directions of the system. it would nced to be conltinuous

in those dimensions that lack periodicity. Therefore, at any given cutoff an infinite

number of p)lanle waves would be requi.red for the calculation. In such situaitions

the solution is to make a so-called sup)erccll approximnattion. The su)percell conttains
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the isolated systemi surrounded by vaciun or a region of a bulk crystal. Periodic

bountdary conditions are applied to the supercell, ensuring a. discrete basis set. The

presence of periodic images, however, inevitably changes the potential in the unit

cell, affecting the energy and equilibrium structures of charged and polarized systems,

as well as charge density response of neutral systems to an external potential, etc.

To study an isolated system it is essential to include enough of vacuum (or bulk

crystal), so that the p)eriodic images are far enough away from each other to make the

interaction betweenl them negligib)le. Unfortunately, in practice this convergence with

the unit cell size can be very slow, an1(1 complicated by the fact that the computational

cost for (1-dimensional extenlded systemns in vacuum grows linearly with the nmunber

of planewaves La-d for a fixed energy cutoff, quickly becoming unmanageaible often

1)efore evell reaching the desired convergence. Fig. 6-7 illustrates the slowness of this

convergence for 2D dlipoles. On the otlher hand, it is clear that at large separations

only electrostatic effects are imll)ortant, with the 1 iggest contributions given by the

slpurious periodic potentia.l tails of image charges, followed by those of dip)oles and

higher mnoments.

Becatuse the benefits of the planewave basis are so significant, it is more efficient

to use it in any case and to come up with cheap ways of remoT)ving periodic image ef-

fects. Our approach is to separate the p)roblem into a long-range classical electrostatic

part and a short-ra-nge quantum part, where the latter contains exchange-correlation

and kinetic energy contrib)utions and is insenlsitive to boundary conditions. Within

DFT this separation is achlievedt naturally, because charge density is a fundamental

pla.ralmeter an1(l the HIartree energy is readily identified. The next step is to remove

long-distance image effe•ts using electrostatic considterations, while treating the short-

range quaintum effects using the correcte(t potential, therel)y allowing for much faster

convergence. While there have been a number of l)roposals to deal with periodic im-

acges using electrostatics [76, 77, 78], they are app)l)licable to very specific well-l)ehaved

cases. At the same time, the effects of periodic images are still not widely app)reci-

ated, while the interest in complutations of low-dimensional systems is growing. In

the vast muajority of calculations the approach of choice is just to increase the size of
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Real-space potential of Real-space potential of a square
a single charge periodic grid of charges

Figure 6-1: Left: potential of a single 2D charge in OBC. Right: potential of a 5x5

square array of 2D charges in OBC. Note the overall parabolic shape of the potential.

the supercell until these contaminating interactions become small enough, incurring

needlessly large computational costs, without utilizing the great benefit that even a

first-order analytical correction camn have. In this section we try to present a clear

unified picture of these issues for all system dimensionalities and describe some tricks

to deal with them. We also discuss the interplay of computational cost and accuracy

when it comes to removing these image effects.

6.1 Charged Systems

6.1.1 Point countercharge method

In order to analytically characterize the general features of electrostatic corrections,

we begin by considering classical electrostatics of systems of point charges in different

dimensions. Let us take an example of a, finite square array of charges in 2D with

open boundary conditions (OBC), i.e. making the potentia.l vanish at infinity. A one-

dimensional line of uniform linear charge density -rn produces a coulomb potential

0 -(r) = v2D(r) = 2nln(r/A) where A is some effective thickness length scale. The
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Subtracting the potential of Potential of system with periodic
uniform charge background boundaries

Figure 6-2: Left:potential of a 5x5 square array of 2D charges plotted together with
the parabolic potential due to a uniform jellium of the same average density. Right:
subtracting the jelliumn potential from the system yields precisely the same potential
as the PBC system of point charge.

potential oPBC (r) = ZE 0 (r + L) in the array has a distinctively parabolic shape (see

Fig. 6-1). We now take the same amount of charge and smear it uniformly over the

same area, producing jellium of density dIel = n/L 2 , where L is the lattice spacing. It

follows immediately from the Poisson equation V2 (r) = -47ip(r) that the potential

due to this jellium is

O Jel ) - 2= (X2 + y2) (6.1)

and it looks like it has the same curvature as the potential of the charge array. Sub-

tracting this parabolic potential from ¢oBC(r) we obtain a potential that is periodic.

In fact, in this model system it turns out to be precisely equal to the potential PBC(r)

of a single charge obtained by using periodic boundary conditions (PBC). To under-

stand the origin of this correspondence we need to examine the periodic solution of

the Poisson equation V'-(r) = -4wp(r) in Fourier space:

'aPBC(G) 4=7(G) (6.2)

where G = (i, j) is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. It is immediately clear that

for G = 0 the potential is ill-defined unless -(G = 0) = (p(r)) = 0, in which case
for G -- 0 the p~otenltial is ill-defined unless j5(G] - 0) - Kp(r)) -- 0, in which case
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OBC potential with one charge PBC potential with one charge
missing is locally very flat missing is very close to parabolic

Figure 6-3: Left: Potential of images im,9 in an OBC array (i.e. one charge removed).
Right: PBC potential with all isolated charge potential removed to show the parabolic
correction.

OPBC(G = 0) = 0. This means that imposing PBCs to a periodic system of charges

introduces a fictitious background jellium of uniform charge density piez(r) = --L

which compensates the total excess charge n in each unit cell and enforces (ptot (r)) - 0

and (PBCc(r)) = 0. Let us now study the spurious contaminating potential due to

periodic boundary conditions cod7"(r) = 0o(r) -PBC (r). We have already established

that part of it is the parabola -~e(r) t;hat is due to the fictitious neutralizing jellium.

The other part comes from the periodic image charges, and we will now examine it

near the origin using a finite periodic sample in OBC. Fig. 6-2 shows this potential

of an array of charges with the charge at the origin removed

0ign"(r) = 0°OBC(r) - 0°(r) S o O(r + R) (6.3)
R#O

and it looks quite fiat, while 0°corr(r) looks close to parabolic at the origin. We can

formalize this by writing a Taylor expansion of the potential

O 1 (020 020 02_ZMg (x, y)= (0, 0) + x + + X2 • + 2 • + 20  x) (6.4)dX Oy 2 Ox Oy 0, O , y
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If our samlple has ;: +- -:r and y +-+ -y syninetries, then all terms with odd powers

of coordinates vanish. If in addition there is +- y synmmtry then °  = .• Using
D)x2 -- y

2

the fact that there is no charge in the unit cell of interest, Poisson equation gives

+ - 0 o which implies that all lquadratic terms in the expansion vanish as well.

We conclude then that near the origin the jellium potential dominates and we can

approximate 0,MIr jel the contaminating potential by a parabola. The synunltry

conditions required for this are satisfied by a8 square lattice, either infinite or in a

finite sample with D1 shape sylmmetry (e.g. a cylindrical sample). If we now replace

the point charges by some charge distrilmtions p(r) localized in 2D (e.g. nanotubes)

then as long as each image systemn is localize(l within its unit cell, the shaipe of

contaminating potential '""'" (r) near the origin is not affected to quadratic order.

In othller words, a localized charge in a symmetric squlare lattice sample does not

feel the presencet of the other charges. We can use this fact as a recipe in calculating

p1roI)erties a truly isolated 1D system 1by placing it in a unit cell of square cross-section,

performing a planliewave calculation, and then applying the parabolic correction that

we now know is good for this particular lattice. There is nothing special about using

the square lattice, it is just convenient for the IpurIpose of "isolating" the system

because the correction turns out the simpl)lest.

Once we know how to correct the potential around our system, we call correct the

electrostatic energy. So far we have concemntrated on the shape of c'"n' (r) and ignored

any overall constant shifts caused by the PBC condition (/(r)) = 0. In fact, there

is a. well-defined constant potential offset tha.t is simply the Madelung term for the

lattice:

"(r) 2nln L + r2.2-, (6.5)

where Y2 = 1.31053 for a square lattice [75]. The difference between the energy of the

periodic system (in jellium) and the isolated one is

E"13(! - EO 1 = 'I
S- E" •/ "'"'(r)p(r) dr (6.6)
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aand so the energy of the isolated system canll then be appl.roximlated as

EO E" + n2 1n ( )+ 2T' r2p(r) d(r, (6.7)

where the last term depends on the details of p(r). A sinilar derivation pIrocehdure in

3D for a cubic lattice yields the corresponding equations

uMT 71- 2xn,4/ +(\ 2wn 2  (6.8)
L 3LV

En E + 2L + 3 n 1 r 2p(r) d3r (6.9)

with 3 = 2.8373 for a cubic lattice. It turns out that this result (6.9) for the 3D cubic

case is similar to the expression in ref. [77]. An exail)le of this correction in action is

shown in Fig. 6-4: We take a, charged Ht+ molecule rela.xed in a large cubic (cell, and

then shrink the cell and observe fictitious forces that appear between the ions because

of PBC effects. By correcting the total potelltial with •co"I(r) as in (6.5) we are able

to significantly reduce the error. The reason this pIrocedure works so well for energy

differences is that we know the correction pIotential qcf""(r) quite accurately close to

the origin, and that's precisely where the charge density of the system is located. We

will refer to this correction a.)pproaclh as the point countrchalrge imiethod (PCC).

For compIleteness, we discuss the situation in one dimension, where a, point charge

(sheet of charge density n) I)roduces a, potential ("(:r) = 27nx. Since the potential is

linear, the contribution of all other charges at the center of an OBC array vanishes

identically q"'ng(x) = 0 (see Fig. 6-5). Therefore the total conitaiminating potential is

exactly parabolic 27r": 2 . The situation in 1D is thus trivial. because there are no high

multipoles in 1D and this result holds also for arbitrary density p(r) = p(x:) localized

in the :r-direction. For a Iperiodic array of uniformly charge(l slab the MAdel•ig energy

can be comIputed exactly:

1 d: 1 L/2 (4.n 2(x) d dX =- L n  (6.10)
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Figure 6-4: Change in the force between ions of a H,f molecule due to periodic images
as a function of lattice spacing.

So the corrective potential

r() Ln + 27rVL23 L (6.11)

gives the electrostatic energy as

E o = EPB(C + L,2 x2p(z) dv.
6 n -L-

These corrections are exact in ID and there are no higher-order terms for homogeneous

systems.

6.2 Polarized Systems

Let us begin by considering a macroscopic sample consisting of a finite square lattice

of infinite parallel nanotubes, each possessing a transverse permanent dipole p per

unit length. The local electric field at the site of a given dipole created by all other'
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Figure 6-5: Left: because potentials of point charges are linear in ID, the contribution

of images vanishes. Lower curve shows 4 i""' = 0. Right: Potentials of PBC and OBC

1D systems differ by exactly the parabolic potential O•el due to the fictitious jellium.

dipoles on the lattice can be evaluated as

2 (pl -x) x ij x p
Eimg =22 (p " -ij (6.13)

i,j .'1i

where xij = (iL, jL) label the positions of the dipoles in the x - y space. In the

particular case of the field at the nanotube in the center (r=O) of a, finite lattice

(bundle) whose macroscopic shape possesses a D4 symmnetry we have

ilng9= z 2 (i2 x  ijPy) - (i 2 _ 2) P 0 (614)
X 2L 2 (i2 + 2)

ij

and similarly Emg = 0. This means that in a symmetric square finite I)eriodic lattice,

a dipole experiences no local field due to other dipoles on the lattice, i.e. there are no

spurious image interactions. In other words, the electrostatic potential environment

of a nanotube in such a, system is equivalent to that of an isolated nanotube. This

result is well-known from the Lorenz-Lorentz formalism [79]. This fact can also be

easily obtained using the results of Sec. 6.1 where we showed that 0'9"g(r) = O(r') for

square arrays of charges in OBC, and since dipoles are close pairs of opposite charges,

the potential has no linear contribution, and so the field is zero. On a technical

note, the cancelation in the sum (6.14) depends on the way the limit of the sample is
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Figure 6-6: Left: Potential of a square array of 2D dipoles in OBC with one dipole
removed. The average slope corresponds to the macroscopic electric field. Right:
Zoom-in on the origin shows that the field there due to all other images vanishes.

taken to infinity, i.e. the field Ehug(r = 0) is in general sensitive to the shape of the

macroscopic bundle, no matter how large it is (see Sec. 6.2.2).

The bundle's average polarization P = p 1/L' gives rise to an average macroscopic

depolarizing field Ep, which in our special case of a symmetric (or infinite) bundle

(depolarizing factors of 'n = n, = 1/2) is given [79] by Ep = 27P. This is not a con-

tradiction, since the local electric field in each unit cell vanishes only near the center,

while the average value over the unit cell is (Eonc(r)) = Ep. On the other hand,

when we exanmining again the fourier components of the potential for the polarized

system in PBC

EPBC(G)= -iGPBI(G) = -iG (G) (6.15)

we see that the average electric field is forced to zero for any polarization EPBC (G =

0) = (EPBC (r))=0. In other words, imposing periodic boundary conditions on a

periodic lattice of dipoles amounts to introducing a compensating uniform electric

field. Since in open boundary conditions the nanotube is effectively isolated from its

periodic neighbors, i.e. near the nanotube E'ig = 0, we see that in PBCs the local

field is

ERBC = Eloc- (Eloc) = -Ep = -27P, (6.16)
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i.e. the nanotube feels a, field due to the dipole imomients of its periodic images.

The strategy for removing the effect of the periodic ilmages in PBCs is thuis first to

calculate the dipole pi per unit length of the localized charge density of the nanotube

and then to subtract a. uniform field of magnitude Ep. It should be mentioned tha.t

this correction is only accurate in the vicinity of the na.notube, but it works very well

in practice because this is where the charge density is localized. Now we can join the

charge and dipole corrections in one simple formula

C() 2nnln ) ±+ r r2 + 2p -r (6.17)

In 3D the depolarizing coefficient for cullic symmetry is 1/3 and we have

"(r) •. r" + 3 +2  p -r (6.18)
0y3L +/3L3 L3P

In 1D the correction is exact and is given by

on L  27r1 2 47't
d" (x) = 3 + - x" +  px3 +2 L(

One application is the calculation of forces in a polar (molecule: in PBC the fictitious

compensating electric field acts on a. molecule and introduces forces that affect the

equilibrium structure and vibrational Iproperties. For example, in an 1120 molecule

relaxed in a. L = 30 bohr cubic unit cell, a fictitious force of 0.0025 Ry/bohr appears

on the O atom when the unit cell is reduced to 10 bollhr. By applying the 3D correction

(6.18) to the potential we can reduce the spurious force by two orders of mlagnlitude.

6.2.1 Polarizability corrections

We can now consider polarization of nanotulbes ill response to an ext.ernial tranisverse

electric field. As we saw above, a nalnotube in PBCs feels a field dlue to its poolarized

images Ep in addition to the extermld field E' , given by

Eal' ) l Eo - E,. (6.20)
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The induced dipole inomllent pL is determine(l by the polarizability of the isolated

nallotul)e (• = pi/Eap' pl , and that is the quantity we are ultimnately interested in. In

practice, during a PBC calcula.tion we can only specify the vale TalUe of EO and calculate

the coriresponiding induced pi, thus obtaining the bulk uncorrected value of p)olariz-

abilitv na, = p1 /EO. To obtain the corrected isolated i)olarizability a1 we can use

the relation

p = (Eo =  E = EO + 27(,KEO) (6.21)

which finlally yields

. .= ( . (6.22)

Alternatively, one can start with the calculated bulk dielectric constant :q of the

periodic array of nanotubes an(li use the relation to bulk polarizability (V= -• to

oltain the conversion expression

L2" e - 1( L = (6.23)
27r e + 1

which is just the 2D analog of the Clausius-Mossotti formula. In S-c. 4.3.2, we

address the characterization of the transverse dlielectric response of nanotubes in two

different ways. First, we calculate the dielectric tensor S using density-funmctional

perturb)ation theory, and extract the transverse pIolarizability a1, using (6.23). We

also obtain at, and study finite-field effects an(1 screening factors by a)pplying a finite

electric field E•o,',. via a sawtooth potei( tial, and computing the total induced dipole

momient per unit length pt. In the linear regiimn the two approaches are equivalent,

and wee find an aigreemlent between the two methods within 1%. Fig. 6-7 illustrates

both the benefits of using the electrostatic correction for large L and the limitation

of its applicability when L is small. The screening ratio of a nanotube is correctly

calcu:lated as
E )) Eo - Ep (6.24)
EIill Ei i

and the results for a (10,10) nlanotul)e are shown in Fig. 6-8.

The above exp)ressions are valid only for synuntric nanolltubes where p 1I E ). In
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Figure 6-7: Convergence of •_ a and (_ with respect to L for a (5,5) SWNT. The point

a,t L=10.6A corresponds to a typical tube-tub)e separation in a bundle.
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Figure 6-8: Convergence of the screening factor with respect to L for a (10,10) SWNT.
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more general situations we need the full 3D polarizability tensor a, for which the

comllplete correction expression is

t•] +--. ( 27 +--- bS = 1 (6.25)

where

l: 1' (V

-= , , ( (6.26)
-z yy yz

and b 6b('X (z (Vz

S= ( Y b (6.27)

The last row of the tensor (L has zeros because the compensating field in PBCs

d(oes not have a z-comIponllent, i.e. there is no depolarization along the nanotube

axis. The longitudinal polarizability per unit le]ngth .'vll is related trivially to the

sel)aration-depelndl t bulk dielectric constant eli via the relation

4r
= 1 + 4+ (6.28)

where 6 = L' is the cross-secttional area of the unit cell. These issues are of course

specific to extendeidl 1D systems, and for other dlimensionalities the expressions (6.25)-

(6.28) would change a ccordingly.

Similar correction formulas like (6.25) can be analogously derived for various other

lineacr-respIonse quantities, such1 as Born effective charges. We note that this correction

cain be used as a pIost-processing tool, in the spirit of the Clausius-Mossotti picture,

to correct only the potential in a mean-field way. For better accuracy, the poten-

tial can ibe ulpIdated using the total charge and dipole values in each self-consistent

iteration so that the charge density converges to the correct isolated-mnolecule limit.

However, because the effect of periodic boundaries within this PCC scheme is only

to renormalize the nmagnitude of the aplplied electric field, the extensions of post-
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processing corrections to self-consistent procedures are irrelevant in calculations of

dielectric linear-response qua.ntities, sllch as polarizabilities and susceltibilities. On

the other hand, self-consistent corrections may be beneficial for computlling non-linear

response, such as hyper-polarizalbilities.

6.2.2 Depolarization shape effects in finite samples

We briefly discuss here a possible future direction in analyzing calculations of po-

larized solids in periodic boundary conditions. In mrany ca.ses the phlanewave basis is

preferred because it lets us deal with extended systems without having to worry about

edge effects. However, in certain situations neglecting edge effects of finite samples

can lead to unphysical results. When a. uniformn polarization P is present in a. finite

sample, the surface charge on the boundiary creates a uniformn depolarizing field E'"'

which acts to reduce the polariza.tion. The components of this field are determiniied

by so-called depolarizing coefficients n,, (a = :X, y, z) so that.

E"'P = -47rn(t,, (6.29)

The depolarizing coefficients depend on the shape of the sample but satisfy :n,,, +

ny + nT = 1 for a finite sample of any sha.pe [79]. In the isotropic case of a splliere

nx = 'n1= n) = 1/3, while for a. cylinder n, = ni = 1/2, or, = 0, and for a slab

nrl: = 1, n' = n. = 0. We see that there is no depola.rization in extended dnlienlsions

because the surface charges are infinitely fa.r away. As we saw earlier, the toplology

of fully periodic boundary conditions is such that the imacroscopic field is forced to

be zero regardless of the value of the polarization. This corresponds to the case

n, = n , = 0n = 0 which clearly does not correspond to any physica.l finite sanlple.

While studying materials in which polarization effects are iimportiarnt, such ,as

piezoelectrics or ferroelectrics, shape effects could be significaunt [80]. Equilibrium

crystal structures annd plha.se transitions in these nmaterials are senlisitive to the value

of the macroscopic field, and since this field deplen(ls on the shape 'ad boulnda.ry

conditions one must be careful to check for such effects, particularly if non-linear
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response tenrus are important. For instance, it has been observed experimentally that

thle crystal grain sllape has a large influence on the detectable piezoresponse [81].

Another situation in which these issue may have a noticeable dynamic effect in

the calculation of inf'rared Rainan spectra, where a tilne-timne correlation function of

the polarization values is usedl to compute the intensity [82]. Let us consider an array

of fluctuating dipoles and suppose that in givwen time frame they all point in the sarme

direction. In a finite sIpherical samp)le we saw that dep)olarizaition field makes local

crystal effects vanish, so that, a given dipole does not feel the presence of its neighbors.

This is not so in pIeriodic boundary conditions, where a fictitious macroscoi)ic field acts

to reinforce the polarization. In this case at givenl dipole will be encouraged to point

along with other dipoles. II other words, the system becomes stiffer, the polarization

fluctua.tions are suppressed which may even affect phase transition temperatures.

These effects should depend on the size of the supercell and could be detectable even

in classical molecular dynaminics sillmulations.

Such issues catn be investigated quite easily witlhin existing DFT implementations

it suffices to adld a sha)pe-dependent polarizatioll term to the electric enthalpy fume-

tional in the Berry phase formulation [49, 83]. Instead of the conventional functional

E = EE - $ P we need to minimnize the shape-del)endellt functional

EE = E) - S -P + n (G.30)

where E" is the usual unniodified energy functional at zero applied field S = 0.

6.3 Inhomogeneous Systems

In the previous section we were dealing with a way to calculate properties of homoge-

neous systemls of reduced dimensions. But oftentimes a low-dimensional system has

features that are local, for instance a. nanotul)e functionalized with chemical groups,

or a surface of a electrode with moleculles attached. One could average the total charge

delnsity in the extended dinensionl and solve the 2D Poisson problemn as before, as-
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suming a homogeneous system, but this is an a,pproximation tha.t may not always

be good. One would expect that- if a density fluctuation is very slowly varying its

effects may persist at long distances, while short-wavelength variations() are effectively

averaged out at shorter distances. To treat such a problemn we can decompose an

arbitrary longitudinal fluctuation into fourier components and solve them separately

in the reduced transverse coordinate space. Let us consider a line of charge with a.

sinusoidal fluctuation

p(:, y, z) = nuy(x, y)eqz (6.31)

In the x - y plane we now need to solve a modified equation

(d + 10, - q2) d(x, y) = -47rn(x, y) (6.32)

which reduces to the Poisson equation for the homogeneous case q = 0. This corre-

sponds to to the 2D electrostatic problem for a. short-range "screened" Coulomb p)oten-

tial, i.e. as if photon acquired a. mass q, in analogy to the 3D Yukalwa, intera.ction.

When written in polar coordinates this is nothing but tmhe modified Bessel equation

of order 0:

(o2f + r,,. - qr2) (,r) = 0 (6.33)

for r $ 0. The appropriate Green's function solution that vanishes at infinity is the

mnodified Bessel function of the second kind col(r) = 2Ko(qr), which reduces at small

r to -2 n(r7y/2) for q=0 (1 o is the Euler constant), while for large r this function

goes like e-qr/vf:.

In solving for the contaminating p)otential CO"rr(r) we notice that there is no com-

pensating jellium contribution beca-use the G = 0 fourier component of the potential

is well behaved for finite q. Therefore the only contriblution is from the image poten-

tials

V/,I(r) - i(r) = "(r + R) (6.34)
Ro0

We can repeat the procedure used for homogeneous charges and expand( the inlage

contribution potential near the origin (6.4). All odd-power terms are agaiin zero 1by
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X 4- .--X a.nl( y +-> -y sytmmetries of the infinite lattice (a D4 symmetric limnit taken

as before). Likewise, :: ~- y synmmetry implies = . The Poisson equation is

now modified so tha.t
i)0 2 1 .S ) = q2 (6.35)
0:1:2  a Dy 2  2

and we can plug in these relations order by or(ler into the Taylor expa.nsion of the

contamninating p)otential:

q (r) = coq(0)1 + jq r+ (6.36)

where

o"(0) = nq/)(qL) = 2  '1, Ko qL 1i+ (6.37)
ij

contains a sum that excludes the origin. Note that since the potential satisfying

the finite-q (lifferential equation canllnot, unlike the Poisson solutions, be rescaled by

rescaling the coordinates. That means that there is no universal Madelunhg constant

and the lattice sum has to be performed for each q and L. On the other hand, this

stun converges ralpidly b)e(cause the pIotentials fall off faster than exponentials. Now

if we are calculating the longitudinal charge density response function y :D(q) to a

)otenltial V(z) = 1') cos(qz) we need to correct the actual applied p)otential as follows:

p = x.o,(q)Vo = X"(q)() - pof/(qL)) (6.38)

so that the corrected( responlse function of the isolated system is

\ID(q) = xo(q) (6.39)
1 - /3(qL)Xoq

where :.o stanids for the ulncorrected( response of the periodic system.

In calculating the response function X211(q) of 2D systemns we are dealing with a

similar problem. Periodic bomunary condlitions imIply tha.t we are in fact computing

the response not of a single sheet but that of a perio(lic array of sheets separated by

distance L. The issue here is that by setting ul ) a periodic in-plane potential 1V cos(qx)
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we induce a periodic charge density response in ea-ch layer, and a particular layer will

feel the potential created by the induced charge densities of all other layer on the

one-dimensional lattice. To remove this effect we consider the potential of a single

2D layer of charge density periodic in one dimension.

p(x, y) = Po cos(qx)6(z) (6.40)

After going into Fourier space a.nd solving the Poisson equation by performing a.

contour integral we ecid up with

"o0x cikzz (-qz

(, z) = (q.) c (- = 2Ppco cos(q:) '- (6.41)q 0 +) ,•=.( cos q

so that
e-qz

qo(z) = 2 0 q (6.42)
q

which can be recognized as the Green's function solution of the equation (02 - q2) k =
6(z) in one dimension. By sununming this contribution over the lattice (with origin

omitted) we obtain the contribution to the electrostatic pIotential due to all other

images
DO4

or(z = 0) = 2w7po -2 1 -,,nqL 47 (.43)q 2E q (eq - 1)(6.43)

while in general this potential is easily shown to be exactly given by

471 po cosh(qz)
/o1(z) = c ) (6.44)

q q (oat - 1)

Subtracting off just the first order (constaxnt term at z=0) of this contaminating

potential contribution self-consistently

po(q) = Xo(q)l/')= =X 2D(q) (V ° - q(47)P" )) (6.45)
q (Cql - 1
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Figure 6-9: Response function versus the periodic inter-plane distance before and

after the inhomogeneous electrostatic correction.

we arrive at the corrected response function

X2D () =0 ( n) (6.46)
X--o(q) 4(7ul)

that is mostly free from the influence of periodic image sheets. Results in Fig. 6-9

demonstrate that this correction works very well and allows calculation of the in-plane

q-dependent response function at a small fraction of the cost of the uncorrected calcu-

lations, which need enormous amounts of vacuum separation for convergence. At first

order, we are only correcting for the density response of wavelength q, even though

the density response has a wide range of wavelengths due to the local field effects

(see Fig. 4-1). But as equation (6.41) shows, since q is the smallest wavelength, its

effect has the farthest influence and dominates the periodic image contamination. To

treat arbitrary inhomogeneities, one can use the superposition principle and decom-
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pose the cha~rge fluctuations into fourier componnlts q, and q, and then sunm together

the exact solutions obtained from (6.44). One particularly important a.pplica.tion of

these results would be in calculation of phonon spectra for 1D and 2D systems, where

at long wavelengths the acoustic sum rules are violated by the presence of periodic

images [43]. These effects should be strongest in polar systems like BN sheet and

nanotubes.

6.4 Density countercharge method

In the PCC mIethod of using PBC to performi calculations on isolate(l low-dimeonsional

systems, we placed the system in the center of a, cubic cell and appIlied aI)lroximllate

analytical corrections to remove the containinafting potentials. This method works

very well for well-localized symmetric charge densities, but its appI)l)lication is still

difficult for systems that have non-symmetric shaI)es. Complex comI)oundl s with

charge densities that are not well approxima.ted by poilt charges or dipoles (e.g. a,

protein or a. long finite piece of a nanotulbe) would rcquire large unit cells in or(ler

for the PCC correction to be applicable. For such cases it would help to .have, a,

more realistic model of the charge density. One pIrop)osal is to use gaussian clhalrge

distributions to mihnic as closely as possible the first few multipole moment of the

real charge distribution. The ide(a is then to solve the Poisson equation with the

model charge density in OBC, using the exact analytical solution for a, gaussian, inl

order to find a, better a.pproximation of the potential correction cfo'"(r) [76, 78]. The

advantage of this correction method is that it is analytic'al, while the disadvantage

is that for a complex system one needs to estimate a large number of paraimeters

(spreads and locations of gaussians) of the mode(l cliarge density.

As an alternative, we propose using the exact charge density at ('very step of

the self-consistent DFT loop) to calc.ulate the corresponding potential of the isolated

system. While the precision of this apl)roach is in princile)l very high, in p)ralctical

applications the computational cost should 1)e considered. After all, it is the coinputa-

tional efficiency and the favorable scalling of planewa've calculations thaIt, justify using
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PBC (ven1 for systems with p)llrtial pe'riolicit;y. For ilnstance, computing the O(BC p)o-

teltiiial dirvectly flrom thl(e exact chalrge (density using c()lollmh) illnte grials is prohib)itively

eXl)pensive. Fo'tuiiiatt(cly it: tirllls ()lit lhait the Poisson equation 1 (ian Ibe solved rather ef-

fi('icitllly iusillg iuillt;igri( t(clllli(qlles that scale lfilearly with tIhe (lmuiber of grid p)oiits

[84]. Inple•lellt at.ioii of* this 1l(l4eho(1 is a ( collolart ive (effort with Ismaila Dlabo and

Ni(cholas Singlh-Nlillet [85], ild(1 shows very )prom0ising resilts for charged systeims.

hi clhoosilng wlhicl c(orrectioln itmet h1d to app)lly, on woIul(l n0 ee•l to take into consid-

(iration t I( slh)ape of tlt chlarige (lensity aindl t.e I)precision requ(lirlimellnts. If a• systemii is

we(ll lo(alized(t ailit( syllietriic. tihe PCC mn'et hd1 of( Soc..1 will give very good results

ill reFlat1ively s11ll a nit cells. The )pr,1isioln is co(•(trolled Iy 1lhe cell's size with tihe

cost O(NI,,,, ) il(creasing lillearly with t he1 volui e. O()n tl (le ot her liI(l, if a molecule

is big ai( lims a (comIplex shap)e. it nmay requ(llire cel('11 sizes so lairge with PCC that

the 111111,1ber of plane waves at a given elielgy (ty offt exceeds the available c(mp)ut1er

imtemory. IT th lese cases the I)CC appronch is favorablhe bencause, despite its nume.rical

coml)lexitcxi, teI tal cost t ()(NI2 N m,,,) can a nally be smaller if t he cell size require-

1ntent is tiot as high i)for a given a rc(ilcy t lihreshtol(d. In factc, there is no itee(d for large

superlc(lls inl thli D(L(C aI)ippr(o•ch btcialuse it catlclat es t li- isolated potential exactly,

as long as thle chitrge dehsity is cot aiii(ed in the uliit celI. In otlher words, it alh)lows

PBIC calculat ionis withlt I(e mlilnimil l)ossil)le vohlii(•e of t he' iIit ((ll just, so 1 h(C systell

of iiitlerest fits iln it. Also, u like IPC(1C, the DCC miletliod(1 (does not require the unit

cell to have a. shliple shape.

VWe cail ecivisionl somite i111e'd1iiat;ely usefhul applica.t.ios of the DCC method. First,

since Ihe exac:t ,charge denlsity is 1tsci(l to comuil)lt e the • potentmial, there is n1o additional

cost il (alciulat iig ta i ie Ibo(ll dtla.ry co()(liti(ns of the unlillit cell using n(ot just the actl-all

dlelsity b)ut a lso its iiiiror0 iilage some c istaniice 2b away. We are thus able to calculate

theI calacitance of a systemii consisting of all isolat-dl colmplex imiolecule coupled to a

'perfel'ct; nitl.ailic plate. Tlhis off'ers an altefrlitive a id (ll(ore )recise way of detelrllining

theI LIfllingel liquii(L p)aralanletr y of 11notll uAlbs. as descri )ed(l iin Chap. 5. Furthermore.

1the '()I ulie(i-(('( )iml)()sit io iti et h110(•0d forl l 101ti( )genl(eoiis systellis of Sec. (i.3 can be

rea.lily il)teme(nted ii t hle D( iC lramlew(orwk 1)y solving for acoh wavwector q the
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appropriate Bessel equation using a. Inultigrid or the Jacobi algorithm. Finally, we

note again that for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous 2D systems the DCC

approach is not necessary because the correction potential can be found iInlmediately

without numerically solving the Poisson equation.

6.5 Defects in bulk medium

In this section we consider a system consisting of all isolated object embl)edded in

an infinite bulk material, which we will refer to as a defect. It can be a defect in a

crystal, aan ion in water or a nanotul)e oil an substrate. The way such calculations are

currently done is by setting up) a supI)ercell with a, defect surrounded by sonic amount

of the bulk material, and then by increa.sing the amount of the bulk until the desired

convergence is achieved. Unlike calculations in vacuum, where the cost increases

with volume, here we are also adding atoms and electrons of the bulk maiterial. thus

making the calculation cost increase nmuch more quickly. At the same tile, because

of the presence of the periodic bulk nmaterial, using PBC )ecomenls a. necessity. .ITo

improve the computational efficiency in this complex arrangemlent we call luse the

DCC correction scheme describedl above for isolated systemls in vacuum.

As before, if the defect is localized. the long-range effects of the bulk and periodic

images are primarily electrostatic. It is useflul to imiagine the original system as a

large periodic sample consisting of supercells with bulk and dlefects, while the desired

configuration contains the defect only in the centra.l cell. The first step in removing

the effects of the perio(lic images of the defect is to sel)arate thethe charge (lensity of

the defect from that of the bulk. One way to (1do this is to simply sul)tract. the ciharge

density of the pristine bulk from the total charge density in the cell. That way all

the effects of the structural bulk rearrangement a.nd hybridizations due to the defect

will be included in the defect charge density. We write the total chairge density in the

cell as

ptot(r) = pdf (r) + p tlk(r) (6.47)

where P•lulk is the charge density of the clean bulk without any defects.
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Figure 6-10: Schematic representation of the energy contribution from an isolated

defect in bulk. Left: Edf,. Right: Eif.

Let us look at the defect formation energy, i.e. the difference in the energies (per

unit cell) between a pure bulk crystal and the one with a single impurity:

AE = Edef - Ebulk. (6.48)

Here Ebulk can be computed exactly with PBC, while Eef requires careful correc-

tions. The latter can be decomposed into two contributions: (i) the energy of the

isolated defect + bulk system only in the central unit cell; (ii) the energy coming

from the defect interacting with the remaining infinite bulk. We represent these two

contributions on Fig. 6-10 and write them as

Ede = Elef + E1f (6.49)

The first term contains various short-range quantum interaction effects within the

bulk+defect system in addition to mostly electrostatic contaminating potentials of the

defect's images. To find this term, we can do a PBC calculation of the supercell with

the defect and correct for these image effects by finding the contaminating potential

I h.(r) from only the defect images. We can then use it to correct the electrostatic
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Figure 6-11: The symmetry duality that allows us to calculate EIf.

potential within the cell self-consistently. This way the energy contribution from the

central cell Edef will correspond to a single defect, and at tile same time the bulk in

this cell will relax to its minimum energy structure in the presence of only one defect.

It is much better to use the DCC here, because in PCC the contaminating potential

is only correct close to the origin, while we have bulk everywhere in the cell, and also

because we cannot always impose cubic symmetry. Incidentally, this first term also

contains the energy of the ideal bulk interacting with itself Eblk because we do not

remove the bulk's images in the calculation aind any bulk deformation is absorbed

into a re-definition of defect charge density during the calculation. The result of this

self-consistent calculation is

Ee f -C _ o(r)iqr (r) (6.50)

where the integral is over the unit cell.

We can treat the second term of (6.49) only with electrostatics, but even then it

seems difficult to calculate because it would require accounting for the influence of the

long-range Coulomb potential of tile defect on many layers of the bulk surrounding

the central cell. Fortunately, we can re-write this contribution using a change of
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variablles for each lattice vector R:

/ (/ r) p )b,,)k(r - R) dr = > d/ f(r) P,,,l (r - R)dr
Rit

= / (r' + R) p,),,k(r')dr' = ),,Ik(r') • d•f(r' + R)dr' (6.51)
RIto R5O

where the potential siu in the last term( is nothing but .) t(r), the potential due to

ldefect images, which we have already compIuted when doing the correction for term

(i). Therefore, there is nlo need to do any extra work or use supercells. This lattice

inversion concept is illustratedi ill Fig. 6-11. We made an approximation in order to

make this trick work: we are ill effect neglecting thel distance-dependent influence of

the dcefect in tihe central cell onil thle electronic and ionic structure of the remaining

1)ulk vohluLilc, i.e. the local rearrangemlientl that is (different ill each layer. This "frozen

bulk appl)roxiflmation" is not all uncontrolledl one, b1ecause we can always inmprove the

accuracy by addling more bulk and using a larger supercell. The convergence with

sul)ercell size is exp)ected to )be much faster than for the usual supercell extrapolation

approaci(h. This calculation is purely electrostatic andl is non-selfoonsistent, and gives

Ef, h/ P)k • r (6.52)

and the integral is again only over the nlit c('ll. BRecalling now the definition of the

defect; chalrge density (6.47), we can collect the two terms of (6.49) anld perforll a

single calculation:
I.13C /C , ,5<.3,,

, f= E•~I 2 Pi/ c f(r)J\ k (r) (6.53)

where the defect. charge diensity and the contaminating potential of its images are

con')nute(d self-consistently.

The implemnentation of this method is in progress. In addition to speeding up

calculations of low-dimensiomnal systems embe'd(l'ed in a medium, this approach can

also increase efficiencies of a wide range of other ab-initio methods dealing with ex-

tended systemins. For instance, the linear response method of calculating the DFT+U



Hubbard parametcrs in transition nmetals [86] relies on varying the chiarge on a single

atom embedded in a supIercell of the bulk crystal.
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Chapter 7

Summary and future directions

In this work we study electronic il teractions in low-dimenelsional systems and their

effects on the static dielectric properties, concentrating primarily on graphliene and

carbon nanotubes, with the corresponding boron-nitride structures used for compair-

ison. Ini order to understand the rich and often unusual characteristics of these ma.-

terials we used a. variety of tools ranging fronm simple two-banld tight binding miodels

to recently developed DFT-based methods. With their help we develop a complete

understanding of the salient fealtres of the static dielectric resiponse of 2D sheets

and the corresponding nanotubes. We confirm tha.t at long wavelengths 7-celectrons

dominate the in-plane dielectric response of graiphenl, and we find a good -agreement

in this regime with the predictions of the tight-binding approximation. In Iparticu-

lar, due to its 2D lattice symmetry, the in-plane charge density response of undop)ed

graphene is found to be scale invariant, intermediate between that of a 2D nmetal a(nd

an insulator. The boron nitride sheet behaves like an insulator, while the graphene

sheet at any finite anmount of doping exhibits metallic screening. Using the fact thlat

the transverse polarizabiMlities of both the grapliene an(1 the BN sheets are much

snmaller than the in-plaine polariza.l ilit.ies, we can use a geomcetric "foldlilg" of the

2D response function to obtain predictions for single-wall nanlotlubes. This procedu're

yields remarkably good results for b)oth carbon and ) boron-nitride SWNTs and pro-

vides a, way to generalize the model to MWNTs. We find that in our cailculations

of SWNTs, the longitudinal response is cont.rolled by the band gap, while the tranis-
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vF(rse iesl)oie is senlsit;ive )only to tle e('fe(tivye radii. Ii 1bn(lles and(l MWNTs, the

loingitil(ilinal resl)mls0e is a(ldditive, while t le trallsvetrse re(spollse in MWNTs is sensi-

ive to) thle int(er-tulh1e screeliug eflects and re(lquiredt a imore ela)rate analysis. For

this Ipurl)()se we (')nstrilict a classica electirostatic jo(del, that ac(curllately describes

t.hle Irallsverse resplise o• genieral MWNT is, uising it le parameters derived froiI t;lhe

resIpollse of SWNTs. Using our electyrost at ic models of general CNTs and BNNTs we

tlhen investligalte ll)W the traiisverse screening dlel)ends on thlie mllmI)er of layers and

fin1d qualitative dlifftereilces betfw veln the two m1aterials. A possible future direction is

to generalize this a )proach •o frequenicy-depelndent responmse in order to understand

thlie ol)ticail p'(•opert ies (of ) WNTs using those of SWNTs, which are incli easier to

colmp•lute. I fact, it is lossible t( -1 use our electl rst atic ino)del of CNTs to make (ltanIi-

titative st atenllilnts a l)outi the features of t1he I1~r811 intensities of the 1 ra(tial b)reathing

llodes, lprovided(l t lie fr•'equelcy is low enmugh for the static Inmtdel to b)e accurate.

In mt(Ne-diI lensioial m111( leta.llic syst('ins electronic interactions cause a 1b)reakdown

(4 the talitioll Fer[n111i-liquid (uasipartile l )ictre. Particle corre'latiolns are very

stro)ng a(lnd m inifest themselves with i (ltracteristiic po(wer laws, such as a power-law

singulairity ill the lio()mei•litu1 distrisiti)ll ficotil io. all1 suppression of the (density of

states near t hlie Fermi ienergy that cail e ol)serve(l iln tI unililg trallsport experiimenlts

anlId photoellissionl sI)ectroscoy ieasuremilelnts. The Toniniaga-Luttinger mnodel de-

scril)es tlhe elhavior of ID mietals at low energies ian (leterllines these power law

exIp)necitits Ifroni lliic(roscolpic p)ro)erties ),of tfhe systileml, in part icular the strength of

the l, lg-rallg' iniferacti(n1 i alld f;re Ferini velocity. M\otivated by re:cent experiment.s

O(lt ca(bon iiai(otullbes, we (levelop a. meth110( of using density-finctionial theory to

estimi ate the ('c1arge c('olmn)ressibility and Fermi vel(oities tunder a variety of electro-

st atic (cl1virollllcents, aul (se these results to obl)t.ain the Tm Ilonaga-Luttinger model

piarail(meteris in thIe c(large sectom)r of general 1D llet allic systemsllS. Ourl. (calculatio(ns for

c(arb)0 naiotull )(bes are inll (llinlitative agtree'eilllt with current experimental results

a81d previouns RPA estimiat('s. \W ('1phasize tl hat 1)revious calcullat.iouns neglecte(d the

(Xchaige-correlatioI cont riilu)lt)ins mthat a)pp)ear to be significant. There is a currenti

ongoing eftort ()In investigatiing t he' dependi(' ce ()o the Luttinger liquid parameters onl
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the doping level of tlhe inanotllue. A miorc anlmbitious fillture directioli would be to

attemi-pt to findtl the nianifestatiois o(, the It.ttinger liquid correlations i t lihe charge

density directly from DFT calcula.tionls, as opposed to only e(Stlilatling the paramlleters

as we preselltly (10o.

All calcullations in this work have beeln (onile using the planle-wave 1)asis ill periodic

b)oundary conditions. It was realized thalt in order to study isolated low-dlilllnsional

systems one lnust, remove the effects of periodic imiages, and tlhailt at long dlistan:ces

these effects are lohiillnated by classical electrost-atlics. We developled a set of llnet'l-

ods to deal with t-hese issues with a. varicty of levels of acc('llr.(' a nli con:1plllt atiomial

cost., ranging fiom first-order a.nalytica. colrrct ion to fully Ill nIerical j)ll jl)acl.i('es

of solving the Poissoni problelmi ill open bounllilary conditions. Alpplications of these

correction methods in calculations of dielectric i respoInse properties in this, such as iin-

Iplanie q-ldependelnt susceptibilitiies, tralnsverse p)olarizabilities, screening factors, and(

electronic comIn)ressibilities, yielded significant redulctions of compI)ltat ional cost and

inllprovciimellt of alccuracy. These approachlles canll be very )enceficial in first-p rinciples

stludies of general zero-, one- and two-(diim('sional structulres tliat. colntain significant

charge assymretry and/or inhiionogene<it.y and would otherwise require very la.rge niit

cells to perforiii accurate coliplitatiollns with t laine-wave lasedl DFT letlhods. One

parlticula.r applicat.ioin tOhatl is directly relevaint; to tlhis wNork is the p)ossibility to easily

(laldat ourl density countler-clharge (l)CC) met1hod to calcula tiolls of low-lil inensiomi lh

syst(enms in close proximit-y to perfect: metallic surfaces. An examplle would be the

calcula.tion of the Luttiniger li(luid Imrailmeters of a na•notilbe on1 (liclectric sul )strat;cs

close to metallic gates. This miethlod also allows calculatioins of lqualit111un caplcit'ances

of general microscolpic systems at arblitvra.ry levels of doping. The genenralizatio( n of

the DCC melthodl to n1ilk system witll deti ects descrilbed in Sec. 6.5 has yet 1to be

fully imIplemente:d .an(d t ested, built it holdls promise for calciulationis of more realist ic

systems in which an extel led nl eie•litnt is treated with the same at)-inlitio accuracy as

the' eml)eedde systeni of interest. It cmw be ailpplied to situdy the eiergeOtics of (crystl'al

defects cnd charged ions in ele(ctrolytes or nolecules ill solfltions, as well as to speed

uI) c(mIpultations of thle Hubbard U plara.miieter in the DFTI+U calIculations of 1bulk
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transition metals. It also became clear that in calculations of I)honos in polar 1D and

2D systems and q-dependent dielectric sluscepOtil)ilities, periodic image effects cannot

be controlled by simply increasing t he size of the unit cell because these effects be-

come increasingly domlinalnt as q a.p)proaches 0. We derived analytical corrections that

are very beneficial in susceptibility calculations, but further investigation is required

to assess the importance of these issues in calculations of phonons in low-dimensional

systems.
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Appendix A

Electrostatics of dielectric cylinders

In this appendix we describe the elec(trostatic response of a, general dielectric cylinder

to a, transverse uniform externa.1 electric field. The end result is an exact solution

for a system consisting of N concentric cylindrical sections with arbitrary dielectric

constants. The goal is to use the results to construct an effective clect;rosta.tic modlel

of a multi-wall na~notube. We start with the most general expansion of the p)ot-ential

function in cylindrica.l coordinates:

oc

(-)(i)(p, )_ a-9, p,, cos r+ b$ ,)p, sin ny + c -. los n4 + d'i)p-" sin + f( hi p

(A.1)

where 0 is the angle with respect to the external field and (i) labels the concentric

regions. Symmetry around the direction of the applied field dictates that bl, = I4)  .

0. For the innermost region (p < r1 ) we note also that f(1) = 0 and e,,) = () due to

the divergence of the corresponding terlms at the origin.

g()I = >1 p ~cos5 ,. (A.2)

I2) = 1 p~ c os n+ p-"cosi n± + f() i (A.3)i ,,.,rcs'¢+ ~,2lc s.I
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At the interface between regions 1 and 2 the boundary conditions are D ) = D( )
I I

and E') = - ,

land(

which can be written as

V ((1) .2,
.... g

18 0 .

-- (2

= 6 2  (2 ) n. •c )

It t - 1C2(

_= (1 1i + It= I~" + >~a

The coefficient of the logarithmiic term f(2) = f(1) = 0 and likewise f(i) = 0 for all

i. Similarly, after straight:forward algebra, for the bolundary between regions i and

i + 1 < N we have

M 2-n+ ci)VI) :]  ( (I I, fI i - )f:))

(Int i c V

S . (i+1) ,2n c (i+1.)• i + 1 .( ' 1 1 I li -- n

(i-1 1).2'ui 2n ,(i+])
(it 'ft + ("it

Finally, in the outermost region the additional constraint is that 1 -+ -Eop cos 0 at

p -- + OO, so

( N ) = -opcos (,/) + C(')- p cos nTM
'U.= I

(A.7)

and the boundary conldition equations for the outer boundary are

,(N- ..2.n .(N-1)S: ( "- r " - C.( )
((N -1.)rt + 2n (N 1)

')t N - +I '1

-N (o -,- I Nl , I c-, T))

= -Eor. 1 ,,,1 + c(N)
--- (. N _ .I. NU., I )- - .

For each valhue of n we can collect all 1oundlary conditions as a linear system of

equations. As an exa.mple we present the result for the case of N = 4. This would
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correspond to a double-wall nanotul)c ini vacuum if Fl = •3 = r, = 1

r 2n -7 "  -2 1 a 0271. 1 P.2C1r 2n - I2i
'  

12 (1) o
S -1 -r" -12n 2n (2)

(T7272 -F2 372 F3

-r" -1 -r -1 0
23, 2r3 (4)

-4 ' -to 4 (4,,,

2n 2n() (5)

-1, 4 (p-15 (5) - 0 "l

(A.9)
(i) ()Since the determinant of the matrix is generally nonzero, the coefficients a, c, must.

all be zero unless n = 1. Thus a. conmplete solution is givemn by a numeric inversion of

a single matrix equation.

Now we turn to the derivation of the quantities of interest - the inner screene(1 field

Ei,, and total polarizalbility (&1 - in terms of the coefficients ali), (,Qi). In the innermost

region (p < rl) the potential is (DO) = a, )p cos c, which means that the field inside

ai arbitrary dielectric cylinder is unifoirm. We therefore i(lentify

Ei, = -( (A.10)

Now we take a brief detour and consi(ler the integral over a, disc of radius R1 of

the electric field producedt by a. localized charge distribution p. The 2D electrostatic

potential is

((x) = -2 p(x') In x - x' d2x' (A.11)

The integral we are interested in is

2,r

E(x) dr =2? d2. 'p(x') d1fi In - x' (A.12)
r<R 0
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The angullar integral can be eviluate(d explicitly

d( cs (In r V/ '' 2 + R'2 - 2iR 'os ( = -7 (A.13)

So the resulting relation is

E(x) d:r = - J xp(x')fi' = -2xp"2xfo (A.14)

r< Il

where p is the total electric dip)olh moment of the charge distribution with respect to

the center of the circle. The volume integral is independent of the radius of the circle

as long as all of charge density is contained inside.

The potential outside the cylindter (p > 'r1) is

(1 (N) -IEop cos p + (IN) p- .cosI~[ O9

To calculate the total indutced dipole, we use equation (A.14)

-2rp_ E(x) (: = -

r<lJ r?<

V't7 ci~,i = - j R )(x)fi d(/)

where R > 'N is an arbitrary radius. Plugging in the exl)ression for (I)(") we get

2{ J'.h N (:N)

P± = 2 l--- cos (ý cos(p + sin ) d-=
27r 1 2

(A.17)

which iImplies tllhat

cN) /2)Eo) (A.18)

This procedure for computing the screening factor (A.10) and polarizability (A.18) is

imliplementedtl in Matlab in S•c. B.
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Appendix B

Matlab code for MWNT models

% This file will let you calculate the transverse polarizability and

% screening properties of an arbitrary multi-wall nanotube or - with

% minor modifications - any concentric set of dielectric cylinders.

% Copyright Boris Kozinsky and Nicola Marzari 2006

% INSTRUCTIONS: Modify the values of parameters as needed and run the

% script in Matlab.

r12=8.142;

r16=10.856;

r18=12.213; % Ro of (18,18) CNTs

dR=1.30;

delta=0.0001;

c=0.396;

tubes=2;

Rmax=rl6;

spacing = 4.071;

% effective radius offset for a SWNT: R=Ro+s,

% where Ro is the backbone radius

% infinitesimal thickness of a SWNT layer in a MWNT

% response parameter of a SWNT, from ab-initio

% total number of SWNTs in the MWNT

% radius of the outer tube

% spacing (radius difference in A) between tubes
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%---------------- Boundary conditions equation solver -----------------

F=4*c/(1-2*c);

N=2*tubes; r=zeros(N,1); e=zeros(N,1);

for j=l:tubes

r(2*j-1) =Rmax-(tubes-j)*spacing+dR;

r(2*j)=r(2*j-1)+delta;

e(2*j-l)=l; % vacuum region epsilon=1

e(2*j)=r(2*j)/delta*F; % scale-invariant epsilon of a SWNT

end

M=zeros(2*N,2*N);

M(1,1)=r(1) ^2;

M(1,2)=-r(1) ^2;

M(1,3)=-1;

M(2,1)=e(1)*r(1)^2;

M(2,2)=-e(2)*r(1)^2;

M(2,3)=e(2);

M(2*N-1, 2*N-2)=r(N) ̂ 2;

M(2*N-1,2*N-1)=1;

M(2*N-1 ,2*N)=-1;

M(2*N, 2N-2)=e (N) *r(N) ^2;

M(2*N,2*N-1)=-e(N);

M(2*N,2*N)=1;

for i=2:(N-1)

M(2*i-1,2*i-2)=r(i) ^2;

M(2*i-1,2*i-1)= 1;

M(2*i-1,2*i)=-r(i) ^2;

1.50)



M(2*i-1,2*i+l)=-1;

M(2*i,2*i-2)=e(i)*r(i)^2;

M(2*i,2*i-1)=-e(i);

M(2*i,2*i)=-e(i+1)*r(i)^2;

M(2*i,2*i+1)=e(i+l);

end

V=zeros(2*N,1);

V(2*N-1)=-r(N) ̂2;

V(2*N)=-r(N) ̂2;

K=inv(M)*V;

% -----------------------------------------------------

polarizability =.5*K(2*N);

% transverse polarizability per unit length (in A^2) of the system.

screening=-1/K ();

% the ratio of E_O/Ein, where E_O0 is the applied field and E_in is

% the uniform screened field at the center
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Appendix C

Polarizability tensor of a metallic

ellipsoid

The metallicity of an armichair carbon nanotube is due to dclocalized 7r-electrons

which are mostly slnmeared out over the nanotube's surface. It is therefore ineaningful

to model the CNT as a finite thin metallic tllube for the purposes of stud1lying static

dielectric response. A more convenient approximation is that of a1 long metallic cl-

lipsoid [79], and calculating the polarizalbility tensor is a. stalndar•d bounlllary value

problenl of electromnagnetisln. We present here the results of the calcula.tion a.ssun-

ing a uniform electric field with mangnitude Eo far away. Let's assumne a. rotationally

symmetric ellipsoid with seniimajor axis a .and semniminor axcs b, with eccentricity

given by e = 1 hIposing boundanry conditions of constant potential on the

surface and of vanishing response field at infinity, we find that for a given applied

field E0 , the magnitude of the total electric field is maxinmal a.t the ti p :

=a - I(C.1)

where

2e(:1 1 - e

-= =2 (1 - (z)) (C.2)
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T'Ite " principle values of the polarizl )ility tensor, defined llW P = (E, are

-1 lv 0 (C. 3)3-W)= ._ J _. = <  = (C.3)

We canll now t ke tlhe' limit of a very long elli)ipoi ( t> )). llere are two wVys to

take I his limit. First, let's fix the th rltsverse senilnlajor axis 1).

bm (- -1 - 1 (C .4)
(12 --[2u

(L - In -- 1 (C.5)

I1 the extreme cse of a -- "X at fixed b we gel -(1z (/ lia ( C aind n)(,

(•y)I 2ab/3 -~ D with tr v&s1e,1 -larizhility )per ufit length approaching a

co(listlm t value of 2b'/3. Alt,(rilativelv, in th( cl , ease of' --- () at fixed l we have

u'0 - li-/ b -- U alnd a~ - ou ~ 2ub!/3 -0 ). •Ve note that in b1)oth limits

thle transverse polariza ilitY (0 is p)roportional to the total vohunue of the ellipsoid.

ie ,..t.swer (learl ( depen(s on how one takes the limit of a long and tthin ianot itbe,

and tIhe first liliit i is the plhysica.lly (orrect, one. Incident ally. we note that t raiIsverse

)polariza.tbility of a met allic cgli'nde't of leng•,I. I andi rahdius TI is 1 - I/ R2, as can be

(r di y s'een by usilng t:r-nslat ional invariance. At the sain tit•e, the p)ref'ctor for a

long ellipsoid is 1/3, whlile tlhe size-dependen ce is t he satme. This shape effect does not

alter t•le s•ahliag of polarizabilit y with dlimllnsions )i d modliies only the coefficients.
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